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Abstract 

An investigation on noise transmission through the steering gear system is 
focused on the area of vehicle NVH (Noise Vibration and Harshness). From 
previous investigations it is well known that noise transmission through the 
steering system sometimes has a significant influence referring to tire road 
noise. In these cases, the interface force between steering gear and vehicle 
subframe is usually of interest during early stages of vehicle development. The 
target of the current work is to validate an approach based on a method, 
commonly known as the “Blocked force method” for noise and vibration 
testing, and check if it is possible to estimate the interface forces based on this 
method. This method became popular for mechanical testing in the middle 
1900s [1] [2] [3], because of its easy applicability. The basic idea is to fix the 
component on a rigid plate and measure the interface force at the coupling 
points with force transducers inserted in between. It has a considerable 
potential in practical use, because if the blocked force could provide a good 
estimation for the interface force in noise transmission, it enables an efficient 
measurement of critical NVH behaviors without having to resort to the 
complete vehicle. 
 
However intuitively, the blocked force data could not be used directly. As a 
result, a coupled system equation is used for the coupling of the steering gear 
and the car body. Both the inertance of car body and steering system are taken 
into account, and thus introduces a compensation for the difference between 
vehicle and test bench. The method is validated against the transfer function 
measured on the full vehicle as the reference and compare this with the result 
calculated with the measured “Blocked force” data. Siemens Test.Lab is used 
for data acquisition and first data processing. Matlab is used for data post 
processing. Matrix symmetrization and singular value truncation is used to 
deal with the ill-conditioned data of steering gear inertance. A hybrid model 
with Finite Element data is proposed. Two test conditions are investigated: 
one set is with rigid coupling and the other is decoupled with rubber.   
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Scope of work 

Low noise levels and pleasant sound are important customer requirements 
especially for manufacturers of luxury cars. Because of the continuous 
reduction of engine and other noise sources nowadays road noise has become 
an important topic in NVH research.  
 
For investigation of road noise phenomena, the identification of the noise 
transmission behavior is essential in NVH development. This can be achieved 
by using Transfer Path Analysis (TPA). With the continuous pressure for 
reducing the time needed for development and reduced number of prototype 
cars requires new flexible tools to predict NVH – behavior. One tool in 
combination with TPA is the so called method of “Blocked Forces” [4].  
 
The method of “Blocked Forces” is in this work tested on a steering system as 
a part of the front axle. Instead of real loads an artificial load has to be applied 
at the rack of the steering system. The results of the analysis are compared 
with the results of a classical TPA. 
 
Single steps: 

- Identification of noise transmission behavior by using TPA 

- Analysis of single noise paths regarding the steering system 

- Investigation based on two variants for the steering system  

1. steering system rigid connected to a subframe 

2. steering system decoupled by use of rubber mounts 

- Design of a test rig for direct measurement of blocked forces 

- Application of tests 

- Identification of noise transmission based on blocked forces 

- Interpretation and discussion  
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Nomenclature 

𝑖, 𝑗             Position 1-3 
                 1 = input point 
                 2 = interface point 
                 3 = target response point 
𝑋              Boundary condition A, B, AB 
                 A = source  
                 B = receiver 
                 AB = whole assembly 
𝑃𝑖             Sound pressure Level at i       

𝑁𝑇𝐹𝑖𝑗
𝑋      Noise transfer function from force at j to pressure at i, 

                 in X (boundary condition) 

𝑓𝑖𝑗
𝑋          Force from j to i, in X (boundary condition)             

𝑌𝑖𝑗
𝑋            Inetrance from force at j to acceleration at i,  

                 in X (boundary condition) 
𝑢𝑖             acceleration at i 
𝑎𝑖             acceleration at i 
 
𝑌22

𝐴            Inertance matrix between the coupling points measured on      
                source (steering gear) 
𝑌22

𝐵            Inertance matrix between the coupling points measured on      
                receiver (trimmed body) 
𝑌𝑐𝑝           Inertance matrix of the coupling  

𝑌21
𝐴            Inertance of acceleration response at the interface due to source   

                excitation measured on source alone 
𝑌32

𝐵            Inertance of acceleration response at the target point due to  
                interface excitation at coupling points measured on receiver alone 
𝑌𝑖𝑛𝑑,2       Inertance of acceleration response at the indicator point due to  

                interface excitation at coupling points measured on receiver 
𝑢2/𝑎2      Acceleration at interface 
𝑢3            Acceleration at target point 
𝑃3            Sound pressure level at target point 
𝑎32

𝐴𝐵         Target acceleration due to the interface input on the whole  
                assembly (full veh) 
𝑎𝑓𝑠          Free acceleration at the interface on source 

𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑑        Indicator acceleration due to source excitation on full vehicle 𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑑,1      

Indicator acceleration due to source excitation on full vehicle 
                (normalized by input force) 

𝑁𝑇𝐹31
𝐴𝐵    Noise Transfer Function of target SPL response point due to  

                source excitation measured on full vehicle 
𝑁𝑇𝐹32

𝐴𝐵    Noise Transfer Function of target SPL response point due to  
                excitation at the interface measured on full vehicle 
𝑁𝑇𝐹32

𝐵     Noise Transfer Function of target SPL response point due to  
                excitation at the interface measured on trimmed body 
𝑓2

𝐴           Counteract force of the blocked force on the source (in theory) 
𝑓1             Source excitation (equivalent force in theory) 
𝑓𝑏𝑙           “Blocked force” at the interface on source (steering gear) 

𝑓22
𝐴𝐵         Operational force at the interface on the whole assembly (full veh) 

𝐹1             Artificial input at steering gear tie rod 
𝐹2             Artificial input at steering gear coupling points (on denominator) 
                 /Measured blocked force on test bench (on numerator) 
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1 Introduction  

Vehicle Noise and Vibration is an essential aspect of the competitiveness for 
vehicle manufacturers such as Daimler. The higher the class of the vehicle, the 
higher the standard of noise and vibration level. In particular, for drivers and 
passengers, the lower interior cabin noise level is essential for a more 
comfortable driving experience. Hence, targets, such as the Sound Pressure 
Level, are set based on customer requirements. In the development of the new 
models, the noise level is always improved from predecessor cars and from 
generation to generation also the testing techniques are improved in order to 
support these trends.  

1.1 Background 

Due to the requirement of driving comfort, the Daimler Research and 
Development department of NVH is spending considerable effort on noise 
level improvement. There are several approaches such as adding isolation 
material and modifying vehicle structure. In this particular department, 
structure dynamics is the main focus and for the structure-borne noise, the 
frequency range of interest is below 400 Hz. The research is usually test-
based, because the noise transmission in the structure is very complicated. 
The main task of the team is to measure the noise and try to improve the noise 
level by suggesting modifications to the vehicle structure. During the early 
stage of vehicle development, one important issue at the car manufacturer 
side is to identify the required interface force with the component supplier. If 
the interface force is known, this information could be used even when the 
complete vehicle is not fully developed, and it would be very helpful for the 
early stage design. That is the reason Daimler pays much attention on the 
testing method of interface force, and thus it is important that the test result 
could be matched with the real noise level. As the “Blocked force method” 
requires only the source component for testing, if “Blocked force method” is 
an applicable test method, it is easier for car manufacturers to set the target 
specifications of components. It saves further rounds of test and prototypes, 
so that the components do not need to be modified again after testing on the 
full vehicle. 

1.2 Motivation 

The NVH testing team investigates the noise transmission through the 
different components in the vehicle structure. The background of this thesis is 
a project of noise transmission through the complete front axle, as shown in 
Figure 1. According to a previous study, the transfer path contribution through 
steering gear is critical; one example of the transfer paths investigated in the 
vehicle front axle and the transfer path contribution chart is shown in Figure 2 
and Figure 3. 
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Figure 1: Front axle explosion view 

 
Figure 2: Transfer path in front axle 

 
Figure 3: Transfer path noise contribution of front axle 

Rough road test 60 km/h [5] 
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As highlighted in Figure 3, the noise transmission through steering gear is 
relatively high among all the transfer paths, and thus this specific path is 
chosen for the present noise transmission investigation. On the other hand, 
the coupling between the steering gear and the tie rod is relatively rigid, and 
the force estimation is expected to be more difficult for a rigid coupling than 
the other paths. As a result, more attention is paid to this specific path. This 
difficult path is also taken as the example for test method validation. 
Another issue as introduced previously in the background is that, during the 
early stage of vehicle development, the full vehicle is not available. As a result, 
an approach is required to estimate the noise transmission through the full 
vehicle with the measured data only on the component (such as steering gear) 
alone. Because the “Blocked force” is a test method which identifies only the 
source vibration characteristics, it is chosen to be checked and validated for 
the interface force measurement in this thesis project.  
 
The blocked force is checked if it could give a good estimation for the interior 
noise, combined with the NTF (Noise Transmission Function) available from 
predecessor cars. Normally the vehicle would not deviate too much from the 
predecessor cars; in this case, the NTF on the carbody could be used during 
the early stage of vehicle development before the full new vehicle is available. 
It is a common method for vehicle development and it has been proven in 
practical use when only a few parts need to be modified on the components.  
 
Apart from this reason, there are also other disadvantages of the test on full 
vehicle (or in-situ condition): first it is very time consuming to do complete 
TPA every time, because all the variants needs to be tested for all the transfer 
paths; second is the assembling and disassembling of the chassis, because it 
could lead to a lack of repeatability. In addition, the full vehicle test is also 
time-consuming to get all the test equipment settled. For example, the test on 
full vehicle requires an artificial head, which is not required for test on 
steering gear alone.   
 
In short, the investigation is to investigate if the noise transmission through 
steering gear in the full vehicle could be estimated by the noise transmission 
only through the steering gear, i.e. blocked force data. In addition it is studied 
how the difference between the blocked force and the real operating force 
condition could be compensated. 

1.3 Benefits, Ethics and Sustainability 

This thesis project is involved in a big project at Daimler structure dynamics 
NVH (Noise Vibration and Harshness) testing department later on. Rolling 
noise is the main focus of the team, and there will be a new test rig at the team 
used for testing vibration transmission. Not only steering gear but also the 
complete front axle would be tested. It is planned to use the “Blocked force 
method”, because the component is going to be fixed on a rigid test bench. If 
the result of “Blocked force method” is close to the real result on vehicle, then 
this method is valid for testing. Hence, this thesis project is the theoretical 
foundation of a further test plan at Daimler.  
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With this thesis result, it is easier for the engineers who wish to apply 
“Blocked force method” on vehicle structure testing. It is a common situation 
in vehicle development process that component characteristics are required 
when the full vehicle is not available.  
 
Another discussion about NVH arises regarding the trend of electric vehicles. 
Since the power shifts from the internal combustion engine to electric drives, 
the source of noise has also been shifted: the noise level of electric motors is 
much lower and frequency range is completely different. As another main 
source of noise, tire or road noise becomes more important comparatively. 
Concerns about noise transmission are enhanced at this stage, and the 
investigation on the road noise transmission is becoming more and more to 
the focus.   

1.4 Delimitations 

The test is conducted in laboratory with artificial excitation instead of the real 
road. It is always a trade-off between the internal validity and external 
validity. If external validity is required, the models built and experiments 
designed should represent the real life situation. However, in real life there are 
too much influencing factors such as environmental errors, which will lead to 
a bad internal validity, which means the test is not reproducible itself.  
 
There are pros and cons of the laboratory tests. With artificial input, it is 
easier to control the test condition and conduct repetitive result. However, it is 
definitely different from real world road noise, and the result could thus 
deviate from reality. Due to the limitations in time and resources, the tests 
conducted in this thesis are all laboratory tests. According to previous studies, 
the laboratory result is representative to show the noise and vibration status 
and could be used on a research basis. 

1.5 Outline 

This thesis report consists of the following parts. A brief introduction of each 
chapter would be given here for better reference. 
 
Chapter 1: Basic introduction of the background of the thesis is given, along 
with the motivation to investigate this specific transfer path. Scientific aspects 
of the methodology are also given here. 
 
Chapter 2: More detailed theoretical background about TPA – especially the 
principle and application of blocked force test method, along with its 
compensation methods. Theoretical finite element model and related prior 
case studies are also listed in this chapter for reference. 
 
Chapter 3: The test approach and procedure is given here. For researchers 
who are interested in this method, detailed test conditions could be checked. 
 
Chapter 4: First results are shown here, along with data reliability; basically to 
show how the test data has been improved. Objective result interpretation is 
given. 
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Chapter 5: Due to the imperfect data identified from data reliability in Chapter 
4, different methods of data post processing are investigated. Novel hybrid 
model with finite element model data is also tested. 
 
Chapter 6: Subjective opinion on the test method itself and discussion on the 
data post processing results, including suggestions for researchers and 
engineers in the future.  
 
Chapter 7: Conclusion for the thesis report.  
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2 Theoretic Background 

Theoretical knowledge required for the thesis will be introduced in this 
chapter. General background and framework of the TPA method will be 
provided to introduce this methodology frequently used these days in NVH 
field. More specifically, the basic background and physical theory of blocked 
force method is introduced. Using this method alone is not enough for all 
coupling conditions, so a coupling method is required for compensation, and 
such a method has been demonstrated in prior studies on simpler structures. 
These related studies are mentioned in another section to show the 
development status of the blocked force method. Finite element model 
information is also given in this chapter for theory validation. 

2.1 TPA method 

For NVH development, due to the need of noise and vibration reduction, the 
knowledge of source characteristics and transmission behavior of structure 
borne and air bone noise is essential. The information of noise contribution of 
single transfer paths including the related interface force and the noise 
transfer function NTF lead to a deep look into the noise transmission 
behavior, for example, in a car structure. Based on this information, it is 
possible to identify noise sources and the related transfer paths and if 
necessary, to introduce countermeasures.  
 
One of the main techniques nowadays used to determine the interface force in 
between the source and receiver as well as to identify NTF is transfer path 
analysis (TPA) method. According to “General framework for transfer path 
analysis: History, theory and classification of techniques” [6], it is in the 
middle of 20th century when the earliest TPA methods arise to reduce the 
engine vibrations in military ships and submarines to keep secrecy. In the 
later decades, TPA is further developed and becomes more essential in 
automobile industry to achieve comfort by noise reduction.  
 
The concepts of TPA originate from electric network concepts, such as 
comparing the source/receiver in mechanics to voltage/resistance in electric 
circuits. It assumes that the noise transmission is proportional to the force 
input, basically assuming it is a linear system, so that the response could be 
estimated according to the input noise level. In the late 20th century, TPA 
methods are explored further by experimental tests. With the introduction of 
Frequency Based Substructuring (FBS), it becomes possible to analyze with 
FRF (frequency response function), as well as to combine the numerical and 
experimental data, which is a so-called hybrid TPA model. These possibilities 
of application give rise to more potential of TPA method. [6] 
  
TPA mainly works for single transfer path contribution, as stated in Equation 
(2-1), and by summing each transfer path pressure contribution, the pressure 
level is obtained. It becomes of interest for each of the i single transfer paths, 
where the noise reduction possibility would be located. Noise transmission 
function 𝑁𝑇𝐹𝑖 is available from predecessor cars, as the design would not 
deviate very much. While 𝑓𝑖 stands for the interface forces, each degree of 
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freedom is of concern. TPA is responsible for identifying a correct interface 
force 𝑓𝑖. 
 
 

𝑃 = ∑ 𝑃𝑛

𝑛

𝑖=1

= ∑
𝑃𝑖

𝑓𝑖
𝑓𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

= ∑ 𝑁𝑇𝐹𝑖𝑓𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

 
(2-1) 

 
As is classified in “General framework for transfer path analysis: History, 
theory and classification of techniques [6]”, the three main families of test 
methods so far are “Classical TPA”, “Component-based TPA”, and 
“Transmissibility-based TPA”. Basically, “Classical TPA” is the group of 
methods considering both source and receiver characteristics; “Component-
based TPA” identifies the interface force or vibration only by source 
characteristics; “Transmissibility-based TPA” ignores source and receiver and 
provides transmission transfer path. Since the “Blocked force” test method is 
independent of the receiver and provides source characteristics, it belongs to 
“Component-based TPA”. The basic principle of “Component-based TPA” is 
shown in Figure 4. 
 

 
Figure 4: Transfer path problem.  

(a) shows the original assembly AB; (b) shows the transfer path analysis with separated subsystems: 
source A and receiver B 

2.2 Blocked force 

The “Blocked force” method is a test method often under investigation, 
because it is straightforward to understand, and easy and quick to conduct 
tests. Only with a rigid mass and force transducers, blocked force could be 
measured and applied. The research starts in the second half of 20th century 
and it was more often studied in academic area. With the appearance of 
computer and calculation software, it is more convenient to deal with the test 
data, such as compensation calculation for blocked force, which brings more 
possibilities to this method. As there are advanced requirements on NVH, 
blocked force could help to speed up the car development procedure and the 
discussion with supplier, it is investigated here at Daimler. More specifically 
in the team, it would be applied on a new test rig where the whole front axle 
would be fixed and blocked force would be measured. 
 
The principle of “Blocked force” is that: the interface of the tested source 
object is attached to a rigid mass, and the “blocked force” 𝑓𝑏𝑙 is the force 
between the interface and the rigid mass. In practice, it is not necessarily a 
measured force. It could be either measured by force transducer at the 
interface or calculated by acceleration and inversed inertance, as it is not 
always available to install force transducers at the interface. However, in the 

𝑃4 
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definition here in this thesis report, it is a directly measured force. Compared 
to the method “Free velocity”, the fixed boundary condition is relatively easier 
to fulfill than a free boundary condition. The principle of “Blocked force” is 
shown in Figure 5 and Equation (2-2) [6].  
 

 
Figure 5: Blocked force principle. 

The blue object on the left shows the source object and the black wall on the right shows the rigid mass. 
Point 1 is the source, and point 2 is the fixing point to the rigid interface with a displacement 𝑢2; while 

𝑓𝑏𝑙  is the blocked force. 

 
 𝑢2 = 𝑌21

𝐴 𝑓1 + 𝑌22
𝐴 𝑓2

𝐴 = 0 (2-2) 
   
 𝑌21

𝐴 =
𝑎2

𝐴

𝑓1
𝐴, 𝑌22

𝐴 =
𝑎2

𝐴

𝑓2
𝐴 

(2-3) 

 
where 𝑓1is the source excitation, 𝑓2

𝐴 is the counteract interface force at the 
source side, and 𝑌21

𝐴  and 𝑌22
𝐴  are the inertance as listed in Equation (2-3).  

 
Since by definition the boundary is at a rigid mass, the displacement at the 
boundary is zero. By deducing Equation (2-2), the blocked force could be 
expressed as:  
 𝑓𝑏𝑙 = −𝑓2

𝐴 = (𝑌22
𝐴 )−1𝑌21

𝐴 𝑓1 (2-4) 
 
Then the blocked force 𝑓𝑏𝑙 would be applied as a source characteristic and 
could be used for estimation of sound transmission as shown in Equation 
(2-5): 
 
 𝑢3 = 𝑌32

𝐵 𝑓𝑏𝑙 (2-5) 
 
Similarly, for noise transmission, the estimation is shown in Equation (2-6): 
 
 𝑃3 = 𝑁𝑇𝐹32

𝐵 𝑓𝑏𝑙 (2-6) 
   
where 𝑁𝑇𝐹32

𝐵  here is the noise transmission function from interface point 2 to 
target point 3, and the boundary condition is only on receiver B.  
 
However, the blocked force only includes the characteristics of the source, and 
does not describes the coupling. Thus the estimated result does not reflect the 
coupling condition, and that is why the coupled system is required for 
compensation. 
 

1 fbl 
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2.3 Coupled system (A.T. Moorhouse equation) 

The coupled system equation is proposed by A.T. Moorhouse [7], which is 
often applied in the field of structure dynamics. It correlates the source and 
receiver subsystems by coupling the inertances, as shown in Figure 6 and 
Equation (2-7):  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 𝑓22

𝐴𝐵 =  (𝑌22
𝐴 + 𝑌22

𝐵 + 𝑌𝑐𝑝)−1𝑌22
𝐴 𝑓𝑏𝑙 (2-7) 

 

where 𝑌22
𝐴  and 𝑌22

𝐵  is the coupling points inertance matrix measured at the 
source and receiver side respectively, and 𝑌𝑐𝑝 is the coupling inertance 

between the source and receiver. The force measured at the interface of the 
receiver side is just blocked force 𝑓𝑏𝑙, and 𝑓22

𝐴𝐵 is the obtained operational 
force. 

 
The theory could be originated from relating the mechanical system with 
electric circuit. In the theory, noise source 𝑓1 is compared to the current of a 
circuit, and the receiver inertances are the loads in the circuit. It means 𝑌21

𝐴  is 
the inernal resistance in the voltage source and 𝑌22

𝐵  is the external resistance. 
Here A.T. Moorhouse’s equation is applied, which is a frequently used coupled 
system equation as stated in Equation (2-7). 
 
It starts with the transfer function Equation (2-8), which is used for indirect 
force measurement: 
 
 𝑎32

𝐴𝐵 = 𝑌32
𝐵 𝑓22

𝐴𝐵 (2-8) 
   
where 𝑎32

𝐴𝐵 is the operational acceleration (usually easy to be tested), and 𝑌32
𝐵  is 

the inertance tested on the receiver part from interface to the target point. 
 
The operational interface force could also be expressed as in Equation (2-9) 
[7]: 
 
 𝑓22

𝐴𝐵 = [𝑌21
𝐴 + 𝑌22

𝐴 + 𝑌𝑐𝑝]−1𝑎𝑓𝑠 (2-9) 

   
where 𝑎𝑓𝑠 is the free velocity of the source, and it could also be expressed with 

blocked force 𝑎𝑓𝑠 = 𝑌22
𝐴 𝑓𝑏𝑙. 

 
Hence Equation (2-9) would be derived as Equation (2-10): 
 
 𝑓22

𝐴𝐵 = [𝑌21
𝐴 + 𝑌22

𝐴 + 𝑌𝑐𝑝]−1𝑌22
𝐴 𝑓𝑏𝑙 (2-10) 

 

𝑌𝑐𝑝 

𝑌22
𝐴

 𝑌22
𝐵

 
𝐴 

𝐵 

Figure 6: Coupled system 

𝑓𝑏𝑙  

𝑢3 

𝑃3 
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And thus, the vibration transmission is shown in Equation (2-11) [7]: 
 
 𝑢3 = 𝑌32

𝐵 𝑓22
𝐴𝐵 = 𝑌32

𝐵 [𝑌22
𝐴 + 𝑌22

𝐵 + 𝑌𝑐𝑝]
−1

𝑌22
𝐴 𝑓𝑏𝑙 

(2-11) 

   
where 𝑢3 is the vibration at the target point, and 𝑌32

𝐵  is the transfer function 
from the interface point to the target point. This equation would be applied to 
reconstruct the blocked force for noise transmission calculation. 
 
Similarly, the noise transmission is given in (2-12): 
 
 𝑃3 = 𝑁𝑇𝐹32

𝐵 𝑓22
𝐴𝐵 = 𝑁𝑇𝐹32

𝐵 [𝑌22
𝐴 + 𝑌22

𝐵 + 𝑌𝑐𝑝]
−1

𝑌22
𝐴 𝑓𝑏𝑙 

(2-12) 

2.4 Finite element (FE) model 

A Finite element model is used to predict the result of real testing. Due to the 
complexity of vehicle structure, finite element model is a numerical method to 
analyse and predict the structural behaviour. In Figure 7, it shows the Nastran 
finite element model of the steering system in the full vehicle environment. In 
Figure 8, it shows the steering gear system alone how blocked force is 
“measured” in FE model.  
 

 
Figure 7: Finite element model of the steering gear in full vehicle 

 

 
Figure 8: FE model of steering gear alone 

With the same setup as used in testing, forces would be put at the tie rod 
position as excitation; a spring (with no mass or size) would be inserted to 
each of the four coupling points (bolts) to measure the operational interface 
force and blocked force. To match with the test setup, translational interface 
forces at the coupling points are considered (rotational momentum is 
ignored), although there is a possibility in FE model. The finite element model 
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could not represent the real test case, because the vehicle and steering system 
model are not the same as in the test, however, it makes sense to prove the 
theory such as the coupled system equation and boundary condition. 

2.5 Related study 

Many “in-situ blocked force” studies have been conducted at supplier and car 
manufacturers, which means that the “blocked force” is measured under the 
original assembly condition, as shown in Figure 4 (a). For example, Bosch has 
investigated the in-situ blocked force on the steering system [8]. In addition, 
the operating steering system is the source instead of road noise, so it is a 
different case. Volvo has also validated the in-situ blocked force method with 
electric motor on a subframe [9] . Although in-situ blocked force is different 
from our case here, it shows the influence of different boundary conditions.  
 
As mentioned in the background before, the in-situ blocked force actually 
belongs to “Classical TPA”, and of course it leads to a better result, because 
everything is measured in the original status. However, it does not really give 
information about the independent source. What is being validated here is 
“Component based TPA”, which uses the blocked force measured on the 
source alone. So far there are several studies regarding the “component-based 
blocked force”. There is a comparison between the direct measured blocked 
force and in-situ blocked force in “Relevance of Inverse Method to 
Characterize Structure Borne Noise Sources: Application on an Industrial 
Case and Comparison with a Direct Method” [4]. The result is that the two 
forces on the tested component (water pump) are close at a relatively higher 
force level, but it depends very much on the source and receiver inertance. 
Hence, this thesis would also check the difference between the two forces in 
the vehicle application. 
 
According to “Experimental Method for Transposition of Dynamic Forces 
Generated by an Active Component from a Test Bench to a Vehicle: a New 
Standard” [10], there is a French standard for transposition of dynamic forces 
from a test bench to a vehicle, XP R 19-701, and it has been submitted to ISO 
process. In the paper it describes the process of force and inertance 
measurement and suggested coupled equation to use. For example, it 
mentions the positioning of the sensors, and it is helpful during the 
measurement. 
 
In the paper “Wiper System Dynamic Forces: from the Test Bench to the 
Vehicle” [11], it validates the French standard XP-R-19701 by testing wiper 
system noise transmission. It is shown that the reconstructed wiper motor 
noise has a good match with the reference noise below 1200 Hz, without wiper 
arm and blades, which introduces high moment input due to friction.   
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3 Test procedure 

This chapter starts with a summary of the exact approach for performing the 
test with artificial input and the practical reason for choosing this approach, 
followed by a detailed test plan. Step by step, the test procedure will be 
introduced and the details of test setup are included to show a good test 
condition. The corresponding results will also be listed for reference. 

3.1 Test approach 

Due to the limitations in available resources, tests are conducted in the lab. 
There are several reasons for that. To begin with, the road test has too many 
influencing factors: environmental factors such as temperature, humidity, and 
road condition; and the human induced factors such as driving speed and 
behavior, etc. It is impossible to drive the car equally fast at an average speed, 
even for an experienced driver. All these factors affect the repeatability of the 
testing. Secondly, road testing is very time consuming, because it requires 
perfect weather and a suitable, available test field. In addition, as the steering 
gear is an inner component, the test requires many times of assembling and 
disassembling of the vehicle chassis, and it could also lead to different test 
results. Another question arises provided with the fact that the real road noise 
is not available, what is the approach of providing excitation? 
 
Since the transfer path studied here is the road noise through the steering 
gear, the excitation should be introduced there to represent the road noise. As 
the tie rod is connected between the tire and the steering gear, it is assumed 
that the vibration is transmitted from the tie rod to the coupling points to the 
steering system. As a result, the tie rod could be removed and an artificial 
input could be introduced at the center of steering gear rack, which is 
connected to the tie rod. Shaker and impact hammer are two typical types of 
artificial excitation source used for NVH and both of them could be 
investigated. Due to the limited space at the steering gear rack position, a mini 
shaker had to be used.  
 
For the practical test in this report, “full vehicle” means a vehicle without 
bottom cover and without tie rod, so that the excitation could be applied. 
“Trimmed body” means “full vehicle” without steering gear, where the 
clearance cutting is applied for the boundary condition which matches the 
model of the coupled system equation. “Free boundary condition” refers to the 
inertance matrix test of the steering gear alone.  
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The test plan is shown in Table 1. The column labelled test condition shows 
the boundary condition; input shows the artificial input position and output 
lists the properties; result shows the FRFs acquired with Test.Lab and remark 
gives the physical terms for further calculation and interpretation. 
 

Table 1: Test plan 

 Test condition Input Output Result Remark 
1 Full vehicle  

without tie rod 
Artificial input to 
steering gear rack 
 

Interior 
noise 

𝑃3

𝐹1
|

Full veh

 
Reference 
𝑁𝑇𝐹31

𝐴𝐵 
Indicator 
acce. 

𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑑

𝐹1
|

Full veh

 
Operational 
𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑑,1 

2.1 Trimmed body  
without tie rod 
without 
steering gear 

Artificial input to 
coupling point 
 

Interior 
noise  

𝑃3

𝐹2
|

Trim body

 
Receiver 
𝑁𝑇𝐹32

𝐵  

Indicator 
acce. 

𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑑

𝐹2
|

Trim body

 
Indicator TF 
𝑌𝑖𝑛𝑑,2 

Acce. at 
coupling 
points 

𝑎2

𝐹2
|

Trim body

 
Receiver 
inertance 
𝑌22

𝐵  
2.2* Full vehicle  

without tie rod 
with steering 
gear 
 

Artificial input to 
coupling point on 
steering gear  

Interior 
noise  

𝑃3

𝐹2
|

Full veh

 
In-situ 
𝑁𝑇𝐹32

𝐴𝐵 

Acce. at 
coupling 
points 

𝑎2

𝐹2
|

Full veh

 
Receiver 
inertance 
𝑌22

𝐴𝐵 
3 Test bench 

with only  
steering gear 

Artificial input to 
steering gear rack 

Blocked 
force 

𝐹2

𝐹1
|

Test bench

 
Blocked 
force 𝑓𝑏𝑙 

4 Free boundary  
Only steering 
gear 

Artificial input to 
coupling points 

Acce. at 
coupling 
points 

𝑎2

𝐹2
|

Free

 Source 
inertance 
𝑌22

𝐴  
 

3.2 Test.Lab setup 

The default test procedure in Test.Lab “Structure acquisition-Impact Testing” 
is “Channel Setup-Impact Scope-Impact Setup-Measure”. In “Channel Setup”, 
information of sensors are set in the corresponding channels. The Sensor 
serial number and sensitivity factor are set, as the front end only reads voltage 
signal, and the required quantity such as acceleration is designed to be 
proportional to the voltage calculated by sensitivity. In “Impact Scope”, 
bandwidth and spectral line number is set for frequency analysis, and thus the 
resolution of frequency is determined. Before measurement, auto-ranging is 
done here, so that the system could reach the best resolution of measured 
quantity within the adequate measurement range. In “Impact Setup”, basically 
the trigger setting could be set here according to a few hits.  In “All Settings”, 
there are also options to choose “Data Storage” such as FRF and coherence; or 
to select “Windowing” and “Averaging”. “Force-Exponential” windowing with 
5% cutoff is chosen for input signal and “Exponential” windowing with 100% 
decay is chosen for response signal. The reason of choosing 100% is because 
the tested data has good decay and it is zero at beginning and end. There is no 
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need for extra decay and it may lead to data distortion. Five averages are 
taken, which means five times of hammer hit is required for each test. 

3.3 Test on full vehicle 

The first step of measurement is done on a “full vehicle”, but the bottom shell 
of the carbody and tie rod is removed in order to put artificial excitation. The 
test condition is shown in Figure 9.  
 

 
Figure 9: Full vehicle test condition 

Two types of artificial excitations are tried, impact hammer and shaker. The 
vehicle is lifted up into the air by the four wheels so that it is easier for 
hammer impacting and shaker installation. As shown in Figure 9, a photo 
taken from the bottom of vehicle, a mini-shaker is attached to the left side of 
the steering gear rack to simulate noise transmission through tie rod. Forces 
are measured by the built-in force sensors in the hammer or shaker. 
 
Other sensors include artificial heads with built-in microphones for sound 
pressure level measurement and accelerometers for acceleration 
measurement. Two artificial heads are put in the vehicle cabin. One is put at 
the co-driver seat in the front row, and the other is at rear seat.  
 
Three mono accelerometers are installed on each side of the steering gear rack 
to measure the driving point acceleration in x, y and z direction respectively. 
Positive x direction points towards from vehicle front to the rear. Positive y 
direction is towards vehicle right. Negative z is as default the direction of 
gravity. For example, the tape shown in Figure 9 is used to set the middle line 
of the vehicle (where y=0). The reason to use mono accelerometers for each 
direction instead of one triaxle accelerometer for all three DOFs is that the 
middle of excitation point is inaccessible, because the place should be left 
empty for shaker or hammer. If the measured directions of the three mono 
accelerometers cross at the middle point of steering gear, they fulfill the 
requirement to measure the driving point acceleration. 
 
Four indicator points are chosen on the vehicle subframe close to each 
coupling point between the steering gear and subframe, and one triaxle 
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accelerometer is installed at each point to measure the acceleration in x, y and 
z direction. The locations of the sensors are also recorded.  
 
In addition, one triaxle accelerometer is installed on the seat and the other is 
installed on the steering wheel. These vibration data could be used as 
reference if interior vibration needs to be checked. There are also several 
triaxle accelerometers installed on the steering gear body: left, middle and 
right side of the steering gear, and middle and right positions on the steering 
gear motor respectively. The vibration data are recorded in case of intensive 
modal behavior on the steering gear. 
 
LMS Test.Lab is used as the data acquisition system. Accelerometers, artificial 
heads as well as the input sources will be connected to the front end and then 
to the laptop with LMS Test.Lab installed. Frequency response function would 
be processed automatically in Test.Lab.  
 

In this step, the measured noise transfer function (NTF) 𝑁𝑇𝐹31
𝐴𝐵 =

𝑃3

𝐹1
|

Full veh
 

represents the noise transmission from steering gear rack to interior cabin air 
with artificial excitation. It is treated as the reference result. In addition, the 

operational acceleration 𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑑,1 =
𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑑

𝐹1
|

Full veh
at the indicator points would be 

used to estimate operational interface force. What is more, the reference 
acceleration is recorded on the seat and on steering wheel. 
 
Steering column is detached as a default case. Tests with steering column 
attached is also investigated, but it turns out that it does not influence the 
result, and the comparison is shown later in Chapter 4.2.3. It will be shown 
later that the connection with steering column is not critical, and it makes the 
test much easier to measure the blocked force on the steering system without 
steering column (which means the steering gear alone). Meanwhile, both cases 
of coupled and decoupled steering gear are measured. For the decoupled case, 
rubber is inserted in the coupling points as decoupling material. 
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3.4 Test on trimmed body 

For the second step, test is conducted on trimmed body, which means the 
same set up as “full vehicle”, but without steering gear. The four coupling 
points are replaced by four metal columns, so that the accelerometers are 
easier to be attached, as shown in Figure 10.  
 

 
Figure 10: Trimmed body set up 

For the force input on coupling points, using the hammer is the only choice, 
because there is not enough space for a shaker. Also the hammer is quicker, as 
the input force needs to be applied on the four points in three directions (in 
total 12 DOFs). 
 
Three mono accelerometers are installed around each of the four coupling 
points between steering gear and subframe, due to the same reason that the 
middle of the coupling point is inaccessible. However, as long as the three 
mono accelerometers cross the same point in the middle, it should give the 
correct acceleration as expected.  
 
During this stage, similarly as full vehicle test, NTF on trimmed body 𝑁𝑇𝐹32

𝐵 =
𝑃3

𝐹2
|

Trim body
is measured. Transfer functions from the coupling points force to 

the acceleration on indicator points 𝑌𝑖𝑛𝑑,2 =
𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑑

𝐹2
|

Trim body
is also measured, and 

will be applied for operational force estimation. In addition, the inertance 
matrix between the coupling points on the trimmed body 𝑌22

𝐵  is recorded, 
which is needed for compensated force calculation later on.  
 
The next part of testing is due to a long term controversial discussion 
regarding the boundary condition: if 𝑁𝑇𝐹32

𝐵  or 𝑁𝑇𝐹32
𝐴𝐵 should be used for noise 

estimation. Hence, alternatively the noise transfer function with steering gear 
is also measured. The setup is similar as step one “full vehicle”, but the noise 
excitation is provided by hammer hitting at the coupling points. 
 
Due to the limited space, sometimes only one side of the coupling points is 
accessible, so it is impossible to attach the accelerometer and excite by 
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hammer at the same position. If hammer hits another position, there is 
actually a transfer function in between the points. A small metal structure is 
used to cover the sensor, as shown in Figure 11. With this cover, it is possible 
to excite and measure the response at the same position. 
 

 
Figure 11: Covered sensor 

For this part of test, 𝑁𝑇𝐹32
𝐴𝐵 =

𝑃3

𝐹2
|

Full veh
 is measured for comparison with 

trimmed body NTF. Inertance 𝑌22
𝐴𝐵is recorded as required in coupled system 

equation for blocked force compensation.  

3.5 Test on test bench  

The “Blocked force” is measured on the steering gear with fixed boundary 
condition in this step, as shown in Figure 12. The coupling points of the 
steering gear are fixed on a rigid mass – a rigid test bench, and force 
transducers are fixed in between to measure the blocked forces.  
 

 
Figure 12: Test bench test setup 

Excitation should be at the same position as “full vehicle”, the middle of 
steering gear rack. Hammer is chosen as the excitation at this stage due to its 
superior performance in the previous steps, which would be discussed further 
in next Chapter.  
 
Accelerometers are distributed on the same locations as on the “full vehicle”. 
Force transducers are fixed right beneath each of the coupling point, and the 
force channels are connected on a slave front end, as it is measuring charge 
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instead of voltage. Force transducers are calibrated in all directions (x, y, and 
z) before use. Details may be found in Appendix A. 

3.6 Test under free boundary condition 

In order to measure inertance matrix at the coupling points of the steering 
gear, free boundary condition is required. The steering is suspended in the air 
by ropes around steering gear rack, as shown in Figure 13. 
 

 
Figure 13: Free boundary condition setup 

Instead of hitting the middle of steering gear rack, the hammer is used to hit 
the coupling points in three directions. The accelerometers are also attached 
to the coupling points.  
 

Hence, in this step, coupling inertance 𝑌22
𝐴 =

𝑎2

𝐹2
|

Free
is measured. This 

inertance would also be used in the coupled system equation. 
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4 Results 

The frequency range of interest is below 400 Hz, which is a typical range for 
structural borne road noise. Due to the unstable measurement data of very 
low frequency, the result below 50 Hz is not taking into consideration. Hence, 
the range from 50 Hz to 400 Hz is chosen for all the result investigation. 
 
This chapter first starts with the Nastran FE model result, as it is the 
theoretical check for the test methods such as TPA and blocked force method, 
as well as the boundary conditions. Multiple sets of data are combined and 
calculated by MATLAB. Acceleration and pressure response are checked.  
 
Then comes to the test data. It begins with checking data quality, and notes 
the data requires improvement. After that, tested data are calculated in 
Matlab again and compared with the tested reference. Test methods and 
boundary conditions would be checked again. 
 
There are multiple curves with various patterns, and each represents a 
method. Curve characteristics are listed in Table 2. 
 

Table 2: Curve nomenclature for noise and vibration result 

Curve name Curve 
pattern 

Force NTF Result 

Tested 
reference 

 / / 𝑁𝑇𝐹31
𝐴𝐵 

TPA  Operational 

force 𝑓22
𝑜𝑝,𝑇𝑃𝐴

 

Trimmed body 
𝑁𝑇𝐹32

𝐵  
𝑁𝑇𝐹32

𝐵 𝑓22
𝑜𝑝,𝑇𝑃𝐴

 

Direct_no 
steering 

  
Blocked force 

𝑓𝑏𝑙 
 

Trimmed body 
𝑁𝑇𝐹32

𝐵  
𝑁𝑇𝐹32

𝐵 𝑓𝑏𝑙 

Direct_with 
steering 

 Full vehicle 
𝑁𝑇𝐹32

𝐴𝐵 
𝑁𝑇𝐹32

𝐴𝐵𝑓𝑏𝑙 

Compensation 
force 

 Compensated 
force 𝑓22

𝐴𝐵 
 (by Eqn (2-10) 

 
 
 
Trimmed body 
𝑁𝑇𝐹32

𝐵  

 
 
 

𝑁𝑇𝐹32
𝐴𝐵𝑓22

𝐴𝐵 Symmetrization  𝑓22
𝐴𝐵 with 

symmetrized 𝑌22
𝐴   

SVD  𝑓22
𝐴𝐵 with SVD 

truncated 𝑌22
𝐴  

Hybrid  𝑓22
𝐴𝐵 with FE 𝑌22

𝐴  
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4.1 FE model numerical solution 

Before checking the results from test data, a FE model is used to check the 
theory by numerical solution. The advantage is to avoid environmental or 
human errors. Basically two theories are checked: coupled system equation 
and boundary condition (trimmed body 𝑁𝑇𝐹32

𝐵 or full vehicle 𝑁𝑇𝐹32
𝐴𝐵 should be 

applied for separated noise transmission). Only rigid coupling is investigated 
(bolted connection) in FE model. The SPL result including rotational interface 
moment is shown in Figure 14. Because of confidential reasons, all of the 
actual SPLs are hidden and only the SPL difference is shown. 

 
Figure 14: FE SPL result with rotational interface moment 

Complete transfer path reference (black), direct blocked force with NTF on trimmed body (solid 
magenta), direct blocked force with NTF on full vehicle (dashed magenta), and compensated force with 

coupled system equation (red) and Classical TPA force (blue). 

With all transfer paths (all degrees of freedom) included, it is clear that all the 
curves match with the reference in finite element model, except directly 
measured blocked force multiplied with trimmed body noise transfer path. It 
shows the feasibility of TPA operational force method to separate the two 
parts of noise transfer paths, as well as the compensation force by coupled 
system equation. For the boundary condition, the blocked force multiplied 
with the NTF in full vehicle also matches with the reference for the total SPL 
result.  
 
Although it is a different car model with testing, the basic trend of direct 
blocked force application with trimmed body NTF could be checked. In the 
lower frequency range below 150 Hz, there is not a big difference between 
using the directly blocked force or the operational force. Between 150 and 280 
Hz, it is very different form the reference, and the highest difference could be 
as much as 30 dB. Between 280 Hz and 400 Hz, the discrepancy becomes 
smaller but still evident.  
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Although it is easy to get the rotational moment in FE model, it would be 
difficult to measure in testing. The SPL result is also investigated without 
rotational interface moment to match with the test condition, and it is shown 
in Figure 15.  

 
Figure 15: FE SPL result without rotational interface moment  

Complete transfer path reference (black), direct blocked force with NTF on trimmed body (solid 
magenta), direct blocked force with NTF on full vehicle (dashed magenta), and compensated force with 

coupled system equation (red) and Classical TPA force (blue). 

For all transfer paths without interface moment, it could be seen in the figure 
that TPA result and direct blocked force with full vehicle NTF is still close to 
the reference. It means that the rotational moment is not influential when the 
transfer path is separated. However, the compensation force calculated by the 
coupled system equation is deviated from the reference above 260 Hz. 
However, in general it is improved from the directly measured blocked force; 
for example, it corrects the peak of blocked force at 165 Hz.   
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Nevertheless, when looking into the single transfer path and compare again 
(each degree of freedom at the coupling points), the result is different. The 
SPL at target position of one degree of freedom is taken as an example, as 
shown in Figure 16. Both are compared to the TPA result, as it has been shown 
in previous studies and verified that the transfer path separation is usually 
valid. 

 
Figure 16: FE SPL result of single transfer path.  

Direct blocked force with NTF on trimmed body (solid magenta), direct blocked force with NTF on full 
vehicle (dashed magenta), compensated force with coupled system equation (red), and TPA force as 

reference (blue). 

For SPL result of single transfer path, it is clearer that there is huge difference 
of around 20 dB between the result with direct blocked force of both boundary 
conditions and reference below 250 Hz, and there is even greater difference 
above 250 Hz. Blocked force directly combined with partial NTF 
underestimates the acceleration in this single transfer path. In this particular 
transfer path, it is obvious that the compensation force greatly improves the 
result of acceleration from direct blocked force. Compensation force is not 
perfect matching with the reference but it helps to maintain the pressure 
result around the same level with reference.  
  
In conclusion, it is verified that the TPA operational force is providing a good 
estimation on the acceleration and pressure result. It shows that the method 
to separate the transfer path is valid, and thus supports the basic assumption 
to reduce the whole transfer path to a single component. By FE model result, 
coupled system equation is also validated. Although there is a discrepancy 
when only considering translational interface force, but it improves the result 
of each single transfer path, which is essential for noise reduction in future 
work. In addition, it is beyond expectation that the direct blocked force 
combined with full vehicle NTF has perfect match with total target SPL. 
However, it has been further checked in the single transfer path result that the 
direct blocked force combined with full vehicle NTF is far away from the TPA 
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operational force. As a result, in the test and discussion later on, only 
clearance cutting boundary condition of trimmed body is discussed.  
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4.2 Test data reliability 

From the test perspective, it is important to ensure that the data is reliable, 
which means it has good quality. There are two criteria: coherence and 
reciprocity. With good coherence (close to 1), it shows that the system has 
good correspondence. A good response shows a good test condition. With 
good reciprocity, it shows that the structure fulfills the physics law, which 
proves a good test condition. In addition, it is beneficial when inverting the 
matrix.  

4.2.1 Coherence 

Multiples traits are done on the tests: both shaker and hammer are tried as 
the artificial input source. For the shaker, different amplifying factors and 
assembling positions are tried, and for the hammer, different hammer tip 
material and hit strength are tried in order to reach an optimal coherence. 
Hammer tip material influences the degree of concentration of excitation 
energy. Hit strength influences the correspondence between source and 

receiver. The coherence of a same test (Coherence of 𝑁𝑇𝐹31
𝐴𝐵 =

𝑃3

𝐹1
|

Full veh
: cabin 

SPL at left ear of co-driver response to input at tie rod left) is shown below in 
Figure 17.  
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Figure 17: Coherence of one set of 𝑁𝑇𝐹31

𝐴𝐵
of shaker and hammer tests.  

Green curve shows coherence of shaker test; red curve is the hammer test with a red hard plastic tip; 
blue curve is the hammer test with a blue soft plastic tip; black curve is the hammer test with a black 

rubber tip. 

From the curve, it could be checked that the blue and black material has 
unacceptable coherence (under 0.8) after 250 Hz; while red hammer tip has 
better performance than shaker at lower frequency range, which is more of 
concern of this thesis project. Hence, hammer with red hard plastic tip is 
chosen as a more suitable source for full vehicle test.  
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During the trials, the different hammer hits, such as the duration of the hit 
and the strength of the hit are investigated in order to reach an optimal 
coherence. The strength of hit is based on experience and the colleagues in the 
team shared their experience. One example is shown in Figure 18, and it 
shows that it is important to hit the structure with adequate strength.  
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Figure 18: Coherence of one set of 𝑁𝑇𝐹31

𝐴𝐵
of weaker and stronger hammer hit test.  

The red curve shows a stronger hit and the black curve shows a weaker hit. 

As could be seen from the coherence, the strength of a hit is very influential. 
As a result, this strength is maintained during the next tests; however, it could 
also be expected that the consistency would be influenced, as hammer hitting 
by human may reduce the repetitiveness. On the other hand, for mini-shakers, 
the assembling and disassembling gives rise to more influence. Also, attaching 
the mini-shaker to the steering gear rack changes the structure and it could 
lead to insertion error. 

4.2.2 Reciprocity 

Another criterion to check the test reliability is the reciprocity, and it is often 
used in vibration tests. It is especially important for the matrix inversion, so 
that the matrix is symmetrical. If the reciprocity is good, the matrix has a good 
condition number and thus is invertible. Hereby reciprocity is checked for two 
sets of data: the inertance between coupling points at steering gear 𝑌22

𝐴  and 
inertance between coupling points at trimmed body 𝑌22

𝐵 . These two inertance 
matrixes of coupling points require to be inverted in coupled system equation.  
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Firstly, examples of reciprocity of same and different directions of  𝑌22
𝐵  are 

shown: if the test data fulfills reciprocity rule, then 
𝑎1,𝑦

𝐹2,𝑦
 = 

𝑎2,𝑦

𝐹1,𝑦
 (Figure 19) and 

𝑎1,𝑥

𝐹2,𝑦
 = 

𝑎2,𝑦

𝐹1,𝑥
 (Figure 20) should be valid.  
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Figure 19: Reciprocity of same direction on trimmed body.  

The red and black curves show two reciprocal paths (between front left coupling point y direction and 
rear left coupling point y direction). 
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Figure 20: Reciprocity of different directions on trimmed body.  

The red and black curves show two reciprocal paths (between front left coupling point x direction and 
rear left coupling point y direction). 

As could be seen from the curves, it is obvious that the same direction has a 
better match than the different directions. Generally the reciprocity is good, 
and it shows that the data of inertance matrix at coupling points are reliable 
and usable. 
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For the driving point, the rule should also be valid, but usually it is more 
difficult to reach such a good result, and one example is shown in Figure 21.  
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Figure 21: Point reciprocity of one driving point on trimmed body.  

The red and black curves show two reciprocal paths (between front left coupling point x direction and 
y direction). 

Trials have been made to improve the reciprocity and in the end the 
reciprocity is very good as shown. The covered sensor is helpful to improve the 
reciprocity in the measurement. 
 
Similarly, examples of reciprocity of  𝑌22

𝐴  are also shown: the reciprocity of the 
same direction is usually good, which could also be checked from previous 

results. Reciprocity of different direction 
𝑎1,𝑥

𝐹2,𝑦
 = 

𝑎2,𝑦

𝐹1,𝑥
 (Figure 22) and 

𝑎1,𝑥

𝐹1,𝑦
 = 

𝑎1,𝑦

𝐹1,𝑥
 

(Figure 23) are discussed here. 
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Figure 22: Reciprocity of different points on steering gear.  

The red and black curves show two reciprocal paths (between front left coupling point x direction and 
rear left coupling point y direction). 
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Figure 23: Point reciprocity of driving point on steering gear.  

The red and black curves show two reciprocal paths (between front left coupling point x direction and 
y direction). 

Compared to the situation on the trimmed body, it is obvious that reciprocity 
is worse on the steering gear. The reciprocity between different points is still 
good, except there are several extreme peaks. However, for the driving point 
reciprocity, which is more difficult to reach by experience, there is an obvious 
difference in log scale. Additional tests have been made to try to improve 
reciprocity but it did not work. Bad coherence means bad condition number in 
the matrix, so in data post processing, this set of data has to be modified to get 
a reasonable reciprocity level.  
 
Another set of data which requires good reciprocity is the indicator point 
inertance 𝑌𝑖𝑛𝑑,2, since the indicator point inertance matrix would be inverted 

in interface operating force calculation. It could be predicted that the 
reciprocity would be not perfect, because the indicators points are not the 
same as the coupling points. As a result, there is an option of “Matrix 
Inversion Threshold” in “TPA loads” section in Test.Lab to calculate interface 
operating force. Basically it is a mathematical model for a more invertible 
matrix. After singular value decomposition, the singular value diagonal matrix 
would be checked: if the smallest diagonal term is smaller than the threshold, 
that diagonal term would be removed. These terms usually come from noise 
and it is not related to the system. This method will be further discussed in 
data post processing section to improve the bad inertance on steering gear. 
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4.2.3 Disconnected steering column  

The complete steering system includes a long steering column, which is very 
difficult to conduct measurements. According to previous experience, the 
steering column is not influential on the noise transmission result. The 
assumption is checked here in Figure 24, in which the same test condition is 
used for the two tests: FRF of input at tie rod left and SPL response at co-
driver left ear. However, in the test “without steering column”, the steering 
column is disconnected to the steering gear, practically the screw between the 
steering column and steering gear is disconnected. 
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Figure 24: FRF 𝑁𝑇𝐹31

𝐴𝐵 with and without steering column 

From the comparison, it is evident that the connection of steering column is 
influential on the result. In general the test results are still close to each other 
and removing the steering column is acceptable. For the tests later, steering 
columns are always detached and only the steering gear is the component of 
interest. For example, in the blocked force measurement shown in Figure 12, 
there is only a steering gear attached to the test bench and there is no steering 
column. 
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4.3 TPA operational force result 

In addition to comparison with SPL, the interface force in single transfer path 
is also under investigation. It is very important for the future project, because 
the single transfer path force is required for noise reduction. On the other 
hand, it could be a reference for compensated blocked force calculated by 
Equation (2-10). 
 
The operational force is calculated by a typical TPA method using indicator 

points. The inertance 𝑌𝑖𝑛𝑑,2 =
𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑑

𝐹2
|

Trim body
is measured to get the transfer 

function between the indicator point acceleration and interface force. The 

operational acceleration at the indicator points 𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑑,1 =
𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑑

𝐹1
|

Full veh
 is also 

measured (normalized by input force) and it is used to calculate the 
operational interface force in Equation (4-1). 
 
 𝑓22

𝑜𝑝,𝑇𝑃𝐴 = 𝑌𝑖𝑛𝑑,2
−1 𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑑,1 (4-1) 

 
It should be checked whether the operational force calculated by TPA method 
is making an acceptable estimation for the real operational force, so the first 
step is to compare the result by operational force and the reference. Results of 
pressure levels calculated by TPA operational forces are compared to the 
reference pressure in Figure 25 and Figure 26 respectively for coupled and 
decoupled cases (decoupled case here means there is rubber material at the 
coupling points between the steering gear and car body). Same equation of 
sub-structuring is used for the pressure estimation in Equation (4-2), which is 
using the same NTF in Equation (2-12).  
 
 𝑃3,𝑇𝑃𝐴 = 𝑁𝑇𝐹32

𝐵 𝑓22
𝑜𝑝,𝑇𝑃𝐴

 (4-2) 
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Figure 25: TPA force validation of strongly coupled steering gear.  

Pressure level calculated by TPA operational force (black) compared to reference level (blue), a 
coupled case of both from the y direction of tie rod to left ear side of co-driver 

From Figure 25, the noise pressure level of the coupled case are in general 
very close, and this shows that the TPA operational force is making a good 
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estimation, except the frequency range between 50 and 100 Hz and around 
325 Hz. The noise level is overestimated and it shows the TPA calculated 
interface force is not accurate in these frequency ranges. 
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Figure 26: TPA force validation of weakly coupled steering gear.  

Pressure level calculated by TPA operational force (black) compared to reference level (blue), a 
decoupled case of both from the y direction of tie rod to left ear side of co-driver 

From Figure 26, the TPA operational force has a better performance in the 
decoupled case: the pressure level follows closely with the reference, except 
discrepancy around 225 Hz.  
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With the acceptable TPA operational force result, it makes sense to compare 
the interface force of the single transfer paths. One specific transfer path (x 
direction of front left coupling point between steering gear and carbody) is 
taken as an example here. TPA operational force and blocked force 
compensated by (2-7) are compared at the coupled steering gear in Figure 27. 
To clarify again here: all the actual interface force values are hidden due to 
confidential reason, and only the differences between interface forces are 
shown. 

 
Figure 27: Interface force comparison of strongly coupled steering gear. 

Compensated force (red) and direct blocked force (magenta) compared to TPA operational interface 
force (blue) of coupled steering gear case. Y axis in logarithmic scale. 

In Figure 27, the compensated blocked force is problematic if being used 
directly: as could be seen that the compensated blocked force is very different 
from TPA operational force over the frequency range. However, it is found 
later that the discrepancy is mainly due to the imperfect data of the inertance 
between the coupling points on the steering gear  𝑌22

𝐴  (whose bad reciprocity 
has been shown previously in Chapter 4.2.2). With improved inertance data, it 
shows that the compensated force is making a better estimation for the real 
interface force. The method of post processing such as symmetrisation would 
be discussed further in Chapter 5.  
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It is a different case when looking into the decoupled case, where the direct 
blocked force is compared to the TPA operational blocked force in Figure 28. 

 
Figure 28: Interface force comparison of weakly coupled steering gear.  

Direct blocked force (magenta) compared to TPA operational interface force (blue) of decoupled 
steering gear case. Y axis in logarithmic scale. 

From Figure 28, it is comparatively a better result even for the direct force 
without compensation with coupled system equation. The reason is also 
obvious: with decoupling between the steering gear and carbody, the 
behaviour of noise and vibration is independent from the receiver part 
(carbody or test rig). It means that the blocked force measured on the test rig 
is capable to represent the interface operational force. In addition, the 
compensated force or force with symmetrized matrix will be compared later 
on, and they give a similar result with the direct force.  
 
This phenomenon is very helpful to observe the blocked force behaviour and 
to determine the approaches of application for further project. The interface 
force comparison shows that the coupling stiffness is very influential on the 
usage of blocked force. When the coupling is very stiff, the blocked force alone 
is not able to estimate the interface force; while when the coupling is flexible, 
such as a rubber mount, it is feasible to apply the blocked force directly as the 
operational interface force. More discussion about future work would be 
included in Chapter 6. 
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4.4 SPL (Sound pressure level) result  

Apart from the interface force, the SPL is often the final target in interior 
cabin, so it is important to check the estimation made with blocked force data. 
Several methods are investigated: direct combination of blocked force and 
trimmed body NTF, compensated force with trimmed body NTF and 
additionally blocked force with full vehicle NTF. The different approaches are 
investigated for coupled steering gear case and decoupled steering gear case; 
according to the result for interface force discussed in Chapter 4.3, it could be 
expected that the result would be different. 

4.4.1 Coupled steering gear case 

Coupled steering gear means a rigid coupling between the steering gear and 
car subframe. In this case the coupling between the steering gear and 
subframe is stronger, so it could be expected that the blocked force requires 
more compensation.  
 
Several combinations of the two parts of noise transmission are investigated. 

The reference noise level is the 𝑁𝑇𝐹31
𝐴𝐵 =

𝑃3

𝐹1
|

Full veh
(normalized by input force 

level) measured in measurement step 1. First comparison is to use the blocked 

force 𝑓𝑏𝑙 =
𝐹2

𝐹1
|

Test bench
directly with 𝑁𝑇𝐹32

𝐵 =
𝑃3

𝐹2
|

Trim body
, and it is valid when 

the following assumption fulfills: the stiffness of the vehicle and the test bench 
are very close. The second comparison is to change the boundary condition, 
which is a long-term debate in the field: to change the NTF on trimmed body 
to the NTF on full vehicle (basically use 𝑁𝑇𝐹32

𝐴𝐵 instead of 𝑁𝑇𝐹32
𝐵 ). In the third 

comparison, compensated force with coupled system equation is investigated 
with combination with 𝑁𝑇𝐹32

𝐵 . 
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One example of SPL comparison is shown here: the transfer path from 
artificial input at the y direction (from previous study, y direction is a main 
contributing path) of the left steering gear rack to SPL response at the left ear 
of the artificial head at co-driver position. The result may be seen in Figure 29.  
 

 
Figure 29: SPL result comparison for coupled steering gear case.  

Black curve is the reference SPL; magenta solid curve is with direct blocked force with NTF on 
trimmed body; magenta dashed curve is with direct blocked force with NTF on full vehicle; red curve 

is with the compensated force with NTF on trimmed body 

It could be seen that in the lower frequency range of our interest, which is 
from 50 Hz to 150 Hz, that all the methods have good match with the 
reference. It shows that all the methods are acceptable in the lower frequency 
range for noise transmission and SPL estimation.  For red curve with direct 
blocked force application, there are some peaks in the lower frequency range, 
and it is probably due to the obvious dynamic modes on the steering gear, as a 
single component. Over 150 Hz the discrepancy is larger, because the dynamic 
modes of the steering gear become more evident. In general the compensation 
of coupled system equation is making slight improvement, but not very much. 
For example, between 300 and 400 Hz, it is slightly closer to the reference, 
but not making much difference. However, at the frequency around 260 Hz, it 
is even worse. There is a similar peak in the interface force around this 
frequency, and it is due to the overestimated interface force. The possible 
reason could be due to the eigenmode of the blocked force test facility. One 
possible problem of the data for compensation is the imperfect measurement 
of the inertance matrix on the steering gear. This result is not giving a good 
enough approximation for SPL; as a result, some approaches of post 
processing is investigated further in Chapter 5. 
 
On the other hand, the direct blocked force with combination of NTF on the 
full vehicle is closer to the reference. It is intuitive, because the real vehicle 
body is not as rigid as the test bench, and vibration on a stiffer structure (the 
full vehicle with steering gear) has lower NTF. As a result, the NTF with full 
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vehicle boundary condition multiplied by blocked force is closer to the 
reference, providing that the reference SPL is very low at higher frequency 
range. The discussion regarding the boundary condition is a controversial 
topic. A Finite Element model has been applied as a theoretical model in order 
to investigate more about this result, and it has shown that the whole 
assembly boundary condition only works for a total SPL estimation, but it is 
problematic when looking into single transfer path.  

4.4.2 Decoupled steering gear case 

On the other hand, for the decoupled steering gear case, it is another story. 
Provided with the good result of direct blocked force of the decoupled case, it 
could be expected that combinations of the two parts of noise transmission 
with directly blocked force should be close to reference. The reference noise 

level is still the 𝑁𝑇𝐹32
𝐵 =

𝑃3

𝐹1
|

Full veh
. The comparison is to use the blocked force 

measured with rubber decoupling on the test bench 𝑓𝑏𝑙 =
𝐹2

𝐹1
|

Test bench
multiplied by 𝑁𝑇𝐹32

𝐵 =
𝑃3

𝐹2
|

Trim body
. The second comparison is also to 

change the boundary condition. For compensation here, dynamic stiffness of 
rubber material 𝐶𝑐𝑝in translational directions has been used for coupling 

inertance  𝑌𝑐𝑝 = −ω2Ccp
−1.  

 
Figure 30: SPL result comparison for decoupled steering gear case.  

Black curve is the reference SPL; magenta solid curve is with direct blocked force with NTF on 
trimmed body; magenta dashed curve is with direct blocked force with NTF on full vehicle; red curve 

is with the compensated force with NTF on trimmed body 

This figure shows a different situation with decoupled steering gear and it 
demonstrates the influence of coupling between the source and receiver. 
Compared to the coupled steering gear, the SPL is lower in general, as the 
decoupling helps to isolate the noise. It also appears to be more fluctuating, 
because the steering gear modes are more obvious, since it has higher modal 
density. It is within expectation that the direct blocked force is close enough to 
the reference, based on the fact that the blocked force is close to the 
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operational interface force. The boundary condition and compensation is not 
very influential to the result, as all the curves are close to each other. For the 
compensated force, there are some peaks, which are probably due to the 
numerical calculation of MATLAB. In general it follows the reference SPL 
value. 
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5 Data post processing for 𝒀𝟐𝟐
𝑨  data 

With application of coupled system theory, the result is different for the 
coupled and decoupled case. For the decoupled case, the result of direct 
measured block force is close to the reference, so no post processing is 
required. For the coupled system, the coupling is stronger, so the application 
of the compensated force is a must. However, it has been shown that the 
reciprocity of the inertance matrix between the coupling points of the steering 
gear is poor, so different post processing methods are investigated: matrix 
symmerization, singular value decomposition, and to use Finite Element (FE) 
model data.  

5.1 Matrix symmetrization 

Mathematically, an invertible transfer matrix should be symmetrical with 
respect to its diagonal. The physics behind is the reciprocal rule: the terms 
symmetrical with the diagonal are the inverse transfer paths. Matrix 
symmetrization is simply taking the average of the terms symmetrical with the 
diagonal. One example with a 2 by 2 matrix is listed here: 
 

[
𝑎1,1 𝑎1,2

𝑎2,1 𝑎2,2
]  →  [

𝑎1,1

𝑎1,2 + 𝑎2,1

2
𝑎2,1 + 𝑎1,2

2
𝑎2,2

] 

 
For the inertance matrix of the coupling points on steering gear, it is a 12 by 12 
matrix, as there are four coupling points and each has three degree of freedom 
measured. Each reciprocal path is symmetrized, and the result of the 
improved interface force and SPL is shown in Figure 31 and Figure 32. 

 
Figure 31: Interface force with symmetrized inertance. 

Compensated blocked force data modified with symmetrized inertance matrix (green) compared to 
TPA operational interface force as reference (blue), along with compensated blocked force (red) and 

direct blocked force (magenta);. Y axis in logarithmic scale 
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It is obvious that the force with matrix symmetrization is the closest to the 
reference. It solves the problem of the peak around 260 Hz and in the lower 
frequency range from 100 to 150 Hz, it also helps to improve the result. From 
the result, matrix symmetrization on inertance is effective; however, it is 
controversial that if such an averaging is reasonable, rather than a kind of data 
manipulation. Hence, another type of mathematical tool, singular value 
decomposition, is introduced in the next section for further discussion. 
 

 
Figure 32: SPL result of symmetrized inertance. 

 By compensated force with symmetrized inertance (green) compared to measured reference (black), 
SPL with direct blocked force (magenta) and with original compensation force (red) 

When it comes to the SPL result, effects of all transfer paths are included. In 
the low frequency range below 150 Hz, there is no need to symmetrize, the 
original compensated force is already making a good estimation. Above 150 
Hz, symmetrisation has greatly improved the result, which is the same effect 
as the interface force in each single transfer path. 

5.2 Singular value truncation 

Singular value decomposition is a common tool for matrix pseudo inverse, 
when the matrix is not square or not so invertible. Singular value 
decomposition is basically decomposing the matrix into a multiplication of 
three matrixes: a unitary matrix U, a diagonal matrix ∑  and another unitary 
matrix V, as shown in Equation (5-1).  
 
 𝑀 = 𝑈∑𝑉∗  (5-1) 
 
The principle is similar to a coordinate transformation. The diagonal terms in 
∑  matrix are the singular values and they represent the main information of 
the matrix.  
 
Singular value truncation is a matrix approximation method, in which the 
diagonal terms in ∑  which are too small compared to the largest one are 
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truncated. The corresponding last few columns of U and V are also truncated, 
thus the rank of the matrix is lowered. There are two methods: one is to set a 
fixed threshold, and the other is to set a percentage relative to the largest 
diagonal term. With the reduced rank, the matrix calculation would be faster, 
for example for computer vision data processing. In the field of NVH, it is also 
often used, for instance, there is a function of singular value truncation in the 
built in module “TPA loads”, when doing the matrix inverse calculation. It is 
used to remove the unrelated information such as the noise. 
 
SVD is done numerically in MATLAB; the command “svd” is used to 
decompose the matrix. Truncation is done by setting the terms and matrix 
rows by zero in MATLAB. Since the SVD method is only working on the 
inertance matrix on the steering gear, which has bad reciprocity, it makes 
sense to make comparison on the inertance and the final target: SPL result. 
The result of one transfer path (from tie rod left to the co-driver left ear) and 
one set of inertance (between x and y direction of the front left coupling point) 
before and after SVD is shown in Figure 33. 

 
Figure 33: SVD investigation.  

Upper subplot is the result of SPL after SVD on inertance (brown) compared to the tested reference 
(black), direct blocked force (magenta), as well as compensation without SVD (red); bottom subplot is 

one set of inverse inertance before and after SVD (solid line is before, and dashed line is after SVD). 

From the result of pressure alone, SVD is in general making an improvement. 
Below 150 Hz, with and without SVD are similar, and both of them are close to 
the reference, and they manage to avoid the sharp peaks with the direct 
blocked force. Above 150 Hz, SVD is effective to bring down the SPL, 
especially between 200 and 300 Hz. The reason could be due to the truncated 
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diagonal term, and without the smallest term, the total SPL is reduced. It 
could also be checked from inertance comparison in the bottom subplot that 
after SVD, the inertance is slightly lower. However, from the inertance 
comparison in the bottom subplot, it is not as expected that the inertance on 
the inverse direction becomes closer to each other, so that it reaches better 
reciprocity for matrix inversion. Instead, it seems that the shape of the 
inertance has been changed into a weird shape and it loses the information of 
the original inertance. In this example, 10% is set as the relative threshold and 
obviously the threshold is too high, and the inertance is truncated too much. 
 
To further check the result, one interface force is shown in Figure 34. It is still 
compared to the reference, directly measured blocked force as well as original 
compensated force. 

 
Figure 34: Interface force comparison with SVD treated inertance. 

Compensated blocked force data modified with SVD on inertance matrix (brown) compared to TPA 
operational interface force as reference (blue), along with original compensated blocked force (red) 

and direct blocked force (magenta);. Y axis in logarithmic scale 

Although the pressure result is improved, when looking into the modified 
interface force, it is obvious that the set of data is problematic between 250 
and 300 Hz, as the shape is changed too much. This phenomenon could be 
also predicted from the inertance data before and after SVD. To conclude, 
SVD changes too much of the test data and is not reasonable to use in the 
present case. 
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5.3 Hybrid model with FE 𝒀𝟐𝟐
𝑨  data  

Due to the imperfect inertance data, it could be a reasonable trial to use the 
inertance data from FE and combine with the test data, which forms a so-
called “Hybrid model”. It is also an advantage of the blocked force method in 
the future, as blocked force makes it possible to separate the transfer path and 
brings more possibilities of combination approaches. If the FE model data 
could fully represent the dynamics behavior of the steering gear, it saves much 
effort to do the test. A Finite element model of the same steering gear model 
as measured in the test is used. The force and SPL result of “Hybrid model” is 
shown in Figure 35 and Figure 36 . The FE inertance is also compared with 
test data shown in Figure 37.  

 
Figure 35: Interface force of hybrid model 

Hybrid model with FE inertance matrix (cyan) compared to TPA operational interface force as 
reference (blue), along with compensated blocked force (red) and direct blocked force (magenta);. Y 

axis in logarithmic scale 

The most obvious contribution of FE inertance data is that it avoids the peak 
at 260 Hz and brings the result back to a reasonable level. Compared to 
symmetrized matrix method, the interface force is smoother. In general it 
follows the reference well. 
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Figure 36: SPL result of hybrid model 

Hybrid model result (cyan) compared to measured reference (black), direct blocked force (magenta) 
and compensation force (red)  

In general, with the FE data, the result is around a similar level as 
symmetrized matrix. It confirms the effect of matrix symmetrization to 
improve the data quality of the inertance matrix. It also improves the data 
with compensated force in the lower frequency range, and it follows the 
reference well below 150 Hz. However, it does not help with the peak around 
260 Hz, and it is not influential for the frequency range above 300 Hz. 

 
Figure 37: Inertance comparison. 

One set of FE inertance (red) compared to the tested data (blue); Y axis in logarithmic scale 

When comparing the inertance between the test data and FE data, it shows 
that in general the inertance is at the same level; however, the FE data is not 
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really representing the real situation. It seems the data is shifted by 30 Hz, 
and it is probably due to a stiffness difference in the FE model and the real 
component.  
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6 Discussion 

Starting with the theoretical result based on a FE calculation, it is shown that 
the blocked force with compensation should be valid. With all transfer paths, 
i.e. all degrees of freedom, the result fits perfectly with the operating case. 
With only translational interface force transfer paths, the result is still close 
enough to the reference. This validates the method based on the TPA 
operating force, compensated blocked force application by coupled system 
equation as well as the boundary condition of clearance cutting. 
 
Next, there are the pros and cons of this test method itself from a practical 
respect of view. It saves the vehicle body, so it is much more convenient to 
conduct the test, and it would be especially beneficial for the suppliers. 
However, to conduct the test, force transducers needs to be fixed in between 
the rigid mass and the steering gear, and the steering gear should be in the 
same plane as it is in the vehicle, so that it is more precise when using 
hammer to provide forces in x, y and z direction. Hence, it requires 
manufacturing the components for fixation such as metal plate for fixing 
transducers. The test set up becomes important for good data condition: for 
example the metal plates underneath the force transducers could have evident 
eigenmode which influence the blocked force result.   
 
From the result point of view: if comparing the strong coupling case with weak 
coupling, it is obvious that the directly measured blocked force is able to 
replace real operational force for the weak coupling. However, for the higher 
frequency range above 150 Hz, compensation is necessary for a strong 
coupling. The next question becomes: what is called a “weak coupling”? What 
is the threshold of the flexibility? It is commonly agreed that when dynamics 
stiffness of the rubber mount is far less than the dynamics stiffness of the 
structure (typically 10 times), it is called a weak coupling. However, more 
investigation on the coupling stiffness should be done in the future to check if 
this rule is fulfilled on the complete front axle.  
 
On the other hand, if there is a compensation required (for a strong coupling), 
it would be difficult to acquire perfect data with good reciprocity, especially 
like a relatively small and complicated component like steering gear. The 
direct combination is too far away from the reference. As a result, an 
appropriate method of data post processing is necessary for the test data.  
 
To look more deeply into the results of each post processing methods, matrix 
symmetrization is the best one among all. It is reasonable, because the 
physical meaning of matrix symmetrization is to take the average of the two 
reciprocal transfer paths, which will give a better reciprocity of the data. It 
effectively brings the interface force close to the reference, TPA operational 
force. The target pressure result is also improved. On the other hand, SVD is 
problematic, because the inertance data before and after singular value 
truncation is strange and it loses too much information. In addition, it would 
be hard to select a suitable threshold for truncation. If the threshold is too low, 
then it is not effective on the result; if it is too high, data deviates from the 
original shape. To prevent data manipulation, adjusting the threshold in order 
for a good result is not acceptable. For the hybrid model data, obviously at the 
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moment, FE steering model available could not represent the real dynamic 
behavior of the steering gear. Although the SPL result is improved, the FE 
model still needs to be developed. However, it would be a good trial for the 
future vehicle development to combine the model and hardware data, in order 
to reach an optimal result.  
 
In the future, for the project with the complete front axle, more work and 
studies should be carried. The most important step is to identify the stiffness 
at the coupling points. If the coupling is very rigid, for example, it is bolted 
like a normal steering gear, compensation is necessary. Next, a trimmed body 
NTF test on a predecessor car would be helpful, to see if the assumption of 
using the same partial NTF is valid during the early stage of car development. 
For example, tests on another would be suggested to confirm this method. In 
addition, the structural behavior of the component could be investigated more 
in detail. More accelerometers could be distributed on the component body 
and thus the modal behavior could be simulated and checked. Judging by the 
modal behavior, the SPL result might be explained more in detail along the 
frequency range. Tests on other components are also suggested for a bigger 
data base to validate the test method. What is more, because the FE model 
used now is a very simple model, further study such Experimental Modal 
Analysis should be conducted to improve the FE model, and it may help with 
the final SPL estimation. 
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7 Conclusion 

This thesis investigated the noise transmission test method: blocked force 
method. Finite element model data has been used to prove the theory of 
coupled system equation. Test data has been improved according to the two 
criteria: coherence and reciprocity. Directly measured blocked force is 
applicable in a weak coupling, and in the lower frequency range (50-150 Hz) 
of a strong coupling. For the higher frequency range of a strong coupling, 
compensation by coupled system equation is necessary. 
 
Due to the bad conditioned inertance on steering gear, data is post processed 
by symmetrization, singular value decomposition and building a hybrid model 
by FE inertance data. In general matrix symmetrization is the most reasonable 
method, and gives good estimation on SPL. SVD is a common way for matrix 
processing, but it loses too much information and is not suggested. Hybrid 
model also improves the result, but the FE model itself should be improved to 
represent the real dynamic behavior.  
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Appendix A: Force transducer calibration 

Experimental set up are designed for z direction and x, y direction respectively 
due to the structure of force transducer. Upward direction is z direction, and it 
is feasible to measure it horizontally, but due to the unsymmetrical structure 
of force transducer with attached mass, as shown below, there would be 
moment induced if calibrating the x and y force transducer horizontally. As a 
result, special metal parts are manufactured for calibration set up of the force 
transducers.  
 

 
 
Z channel set up: 
 
 
 
   
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Force transducer  
to be calibrated 

shaker Rigid 
body 

4 force transducers  
for reference 
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Horizontal test of x,y channels set up photos: 

 
 
X,y channel set up:   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2 force transducers  
to be calibrated 

shaker Rigid 
body 

4 force transducers  
for reference 
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Test process: 
 
Z direction: 
Vertical test with two attached mass is conducted. 

 
 
Sensitivity factor for Test.Lab is K=1/k. The reason is that Test.Lab reads 

charge Q, and then shows the force value as 
𝑄

𝐾
, in which K is the sensitivity 

factor set in the Channel Setup section of Test.Lab. 
 
Acceleration is kept the same for the two tests, and it is set as the reference 
signal in the system. Then the auto power is used for calculation. 
 
Horizontal test with four reference force transducers 
 

∑ 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 𝑘𝐹𝑧

4

𝑖=1

 

 
General and intuitive calibration process: Attach to a rigid mass. Acceleration 
is taken as the reference. Then sum up the FRF of 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑓 over 𝐹𝑧, and thus got 

the sensitivity factor. 
 
 
X and Y direction: 
In horizontal test, two sensors are fixed in a pair to avoid moment input. Both 
random noise and sine signal are used as input of the shaker, and the 
acceleration is set as the reference. (The reference is important; otherwise the 
signal would have inter-influence on each other.) For the random noise, FRF 

is analyzed as  ∑
𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝑎
= 𝑘1

𝐹1,𝑋

𝑎
+ 𝑘2

𝐹2,𝑋

𝑎

4
𝑖=1  . There are two unknowns in the 

equation, 𝑘1 and 𝑘2, so two tests are needed. To save the test number, the 
combination of the two sensors in a pair is mixed. Hence, ten tests are 
required for five force transducers in two directions. While for the sine wave, 
autopower is used for the calculation. The result is very close.  
Both X and Y channels are recorded and crosstalk could be investigated as 
well.   
 
To clarify, FRF is always used for calculation instead of Auto power, because 
phase should be considered. 
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Data sheet from Kistler (supplier): 
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Dimension sketch from Kistler: 

  
Calibration results: 
  
  Final result pC/N 

  X Y z 

1 8.466038 8.338197 4.242681 

2 8.339866 8.3239 4.206984 

3 7.970449 7.90563 4.237288 

4 8.315088 8.483323 4.22119 

5 8.279037 8.514116 4.239084 
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Appendix B: Sensor list 
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Appendix C: Accelerometers data sheet 

PCB ICP Accelerometer  
Model 333B30 
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Appendix D: Matlab code 

clc; clear; %Coupled steering gear case (strong coupling) 

  
run TPA_op_F_data %load TPA interface force 

  
load TestMatrix_Full_bod_P_F_tierod  %load measured reference NTF  
TestMatrix(:,:,2) = -TestMatrix(:,:,2); %change the channel with 

negative direction 
TestMatrix_Full_bod_P_F_tierod = TestMatrix;  

  
load TestMatrix_trimbod_P_F_cp  %load trimmed body NTF  
for jj = [1, 5, 7, 8] 
    TestMatrix(:,:,jj) = -TestMatrix(:,:,jj); 
end 
TestMatrix_trimbod_P_F_cp = TestMatrix; 

  
load TestMatrix_trim_bod_str_P_F_cp  %load trimmed body NTF with 

steering gear (full vehicle, but excitation at coupling points) 
for jj = [5, 11] 
    TestMatrix(:,:,jj) = -TestMatrix(:,:,jj); 
end 
TestMatrix_trim_bod_str_P_F_cp = TestMatrix; 

  
load TestMatrix_Testrig_F_cp_F_tierod_new  %load blocked force 

measured on strong coupling  
for ii = [2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12] 
    TestMatrix(:,ii,:) = -TestMatrix(:,ii,:); 
end 
TestMatrix(:,:,2) = -TestMatrix(:,:,2); 
TestMatrix_Testrig_F_cp_F_tierod_new = TestMatrix; 

  
load TestMatrix_trimbod_a_cp_F_cp   %load trimmed body coupling 

points inertance 
for ii = [1, 5, 7, 8] 
    TestMatrix(:,ii,:) = -TestMatrix(:,ii,:); 
end 
for jj = [1, 5, 7, 8] 
    TestMatrix(:,:,jj) = -TestMatrix(:,:,jj); 
end 
TestMatrix_trimbod_a_cp_F_cp = TestMatrix; 

  
%Optional matrix symmetrization on trimmed body coupling points 

inertance 
%for ii = 1:12      
%     for jj = 1:12 
%         TestMatrix_trimbod_a_cp_F_cp_sym(:,ii,jj) = 

1/2*(TestMatrix_trimbod_a_cp_F_cp(:,ii,jj)+TestMatrix_trimbod_a_cp_F_

cp(:,jj,ii)); 
%     end 
% end 

  
load TestMatrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp  %load steering gear coupling 

points inertance 
for ii = [1, 5, 7, 8] 
    TestMatrix(:,ii,:) = -TestMatrix(:,ii,:); 
end 
for jj = [4, 8, 10, 11] 
    TestMatrix(:,:,jj) = -TestMatrix(:,:,jj); 
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end 
TestMatrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp = TestMatrix; 

  
%Trails of matrix modification 
for ii = 1:12 
    for jj = 1:12 %matrix symmetrization 
        TestMatrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_sym(:,ii,jj) = 

1/2*(TestMatrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp(:,ii,jj)+TestMatrix_free_free_a_c

p_F_cp(:,jj,ii)); 
    end  
    for jj = 1:(ii-1) %both upper side matrix  
        TestMatrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_sym_up(:,ii,jj) = 

TestMatrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp(:,jj,ii); 
    end 
    for jj = ii:12 
        TestMatrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_sym_up(:,ii,jj) = 

TestMatrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp(:,ii,jj); 
    end 
    for jj = 1:(ii-1) %both bottom side matrix  
        TestMatrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_sym_down(:,ii,jj) = 

TestMatrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp(:,ii,jj); 
    end 
    for jj = ii:12 
        TestMatrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_sym_down(:,ii,jj) = 

TestMatrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp(:,jj,ii); 
    end 
end 

  
load v222_steering_inertance_alone_no_rot %FE inertance data  
TestMatrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_FE_V222 = 

reshape(Yst_sp./1e4,500,12,12); 

  
for ii=1:500  
    %%extract frequency until 500 Hz 
    Matrix_Full_bod_P_F_tierod(:,:,ii) = 

squeeze(TestMatrix_Full_bod_P_F_tierod(ii,:,:)); 
    Matrix_trimbod_P_F_cp(:,:,ii) = 

squeeze(TestMatrix_trimbod_P_F_cp(ii,:,:)); 
    Matrix_trim_bod_str_P_F_cp(:,:,ii) = 

squeeze(TestMatrix_trim_bod_str_P_F_cp(ii,:,:)); 
    Matrix_Testrig_F_cp_F_tierod_new(:,:,ii) = 

squeeze(TestMatrix_Testrig_F_cp_F_tierod_new(ii,:,:)); 
    Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp(:,:,ii) = 

squeeze(TestMatrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp(ii,:,:)); 
    Matrix_trimbod_a_cp_F_cp(:,:,ii) = 

squeeze(TestMatrix_trimbod_a_cp_F_cp(ii,:,:)); 
    Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_sym(:,:,ii) = 

squeeze(TestMatrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_sym(ii,:,:)); 
    Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_sym_up(:,:,ii) = 

squeeze(TestMatrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_sym_up(ii,:,:)); 
    Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_sym_down(:,:,ii) = 

squeeze(TestMatrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_sym_down(ii,:,:)); 
    Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_FE_V222(:,:,ii) = 

squeeze(TestMatrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_FE_V222(ii,:,:)); 
%     Matrix_trimbod_a_cp_F_cp_sym(:,:,ii) = 

squeeze(TestMatrix_trimbod_a_cp_F_cp_sym(ii,:,:)); 

  
    %SVD truncation on inertance 
    Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_svd(:,:,ii) = 

CheckSym(Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp(:,:,ii),0.2);   
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    %Compensation factor on blocked force 
    Modifier(:,:,ii) = 

inv(eye(12)+inv(Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp(:,:,ii))*Matrix_trimbod_a_

cp_F_cp(:,:,ii)); 
    Modifier_FE_V222(:,:,ii) = 

inv(eye(12)+inv(Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_FE_V222(:,:,ii))*Matrix_tr

imbod_a_cp_F_cp(:,:,ii)); 
    Modifier_sym(:,:,ii) = 

inv(eye(12)+inv(Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_sym(:,:,ii))*Matrix_trimbo

d_a_cp_F_cp(:,:,ii)); 
    Modifier_sym_up(:,:,ii) = 

inv(eye(12)+inv(Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_sym_up(:,:,ii))*Matrix_tri

mbod_a_cp_F_cp(:,:,ii)); 
    Modifier_sym_down(:,:,ii) = 

inv(eye(12)+inv(Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_sym_down(:,:,ii))*Matrix_t

rimbod_a_cp_F_cp(:,:,ii)); 
    Modifier_svd(:,:,ii) = 

pinv(Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_svd(:,:,ii)+Matrix_trimbod_a_cp_F_cp(

:,:,ii))*Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_svd(:,:,ii); 

  
    %Compensated force on interface 
    

Mod_F(:,:,ii)=Modifier(:,:,ii)*Matrix_Testrig_F_cp_F_tierod_new(:,:,i

i); 
    

Mod_F_sym(:,:,ii)=Modifier_sym(:,:,ii)*Matrix_Testrig_F_cp_F_tierod_n

ew(:,:,ii); 
    

Mod_F_svd(:,:,ii)=Modifier_svd(:,:,ii)*Matrix_Testrig_F_cp_F_tierod_n

ew(:,:,ii); 
    

Mod_F_FE_V222(:,:,ii)=Modifier_FE_V222(:,:,ii)*Matrix_Testrig_F_cp_F_

tierod_new(:,:,ii); 

  
    %Direct combination without compensation 
    Dir_P_F_tierod(:,:,ii) = 

Matrix_trimbod_P_F_cp(:,:,ii)*Matrix_Testrig_F_cp_F_tierod_new(:,:,ii

); 
    Dir_P_F_tierod_str(:,:,ii) = 

Matrix_trim_bod_str_P_F_cp(:,:,ii)*Matrix_Testrig_F_cp_F_tierod_new(:

,:,ii); 

  
    %Calculated combination with compensation 
    Cal_P_F_tierod(:,:,ii) = 

Matrix_trimbod_P_F_cp(:,:,ii)*Modifier(:,:,ii)*Matrix_Testrig_F_cp_F_

tierod_new(:,:,ii); 
    Cal_P_F_tierod_FE_V222(:,:,ii) = 

Matrix_trimbod_P_F_cp(:,:,ii)*Modifier_FE_V222(:,:,ii)*Matrix_Testrig

_F_cp_F_tierod_new(:,:,ii); 
    Cal_P_F_tierod_sym(:,:,ii) = 

Matrix_trimbod_P_F_cp(:,:,ii)*Modifier_sym(:,:,ii)*Matrix_Testrig_F_c

p_F_tierod_new(:,:,ii); 
    Cal_P_F_tierod_sym_up(:,:,ii) = 

Matrix_trimbod_P_F_cp(:,:,ii)*Modifier_sym_up(:,:,ii)*Matrix_Testrig_

F_cp_F_tierod_new(:,:,ii); 
    Cal_P_F_tierod_sym_down(:,:,ii) = 

Matrix_trimbod_P_F_cp(:,:,ii)*Modifier_sym_down(:,:,ii)*Matrix_Testri

g_F_cp_F_tierod_new(:,:,ii); 
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    Cal_P_F_tierod_svd(:,:,ii) = 

Matrix_trimbod_P_F_cp(:,:,ii)*Modifier_svd(:,:,ii)*Matrix_Testrig_F_c

p_F_tierod_new(:,:,ii); 

  
end 

  
P0 = 2e-5; 
P_NO = 1; %1-4 SPL channels 
F_NO = 1; %1-2 Artificial input channels 

  
%Change into dB scale 
Matrix_Full_bod_P_F_tierod_dB = 

20*log10(abs(squeeze(Matrix_Full_bod_P_F_tierod(P_NO,F_NO,:)))/P0); 
Dir_P_F_tierod_dB = 

20*log10((abs(squeeze(Dir_P_F_tierod(P_NO,F_NO,:))))/P0); 
Dir_P_F_tierod_str_dB = 

20*log10((abs(squeeze(Dir_P_F_tierod_str(P_NO,F_NO,:))))/P0); 
Cal_P_F_tierod_dB = 

20*log10((abs(squeeze(Cal_P_F_tierod(P_NO,F_NO,:))))/P0); 
Cal_P_F_tierod_FE_V222_dB = 

20*log10((abs(squeeze(Cal_P_F_tierod_FE_V222(P_NO,F_NO,:))))/P0); 
Cal_P_F_tierod_sym_dB = 

20*log10((abs(squeeze(Cal_P_F_tierod_sym(P_NO,F_NO,:))))/P0); 
Cal_P_F_tierod_sym_up_dB = 

20*log10((abs(squeeze(Cal_P_F_tierod_sym_up(P_NO,F_NO,:))))/P0); 
Cal_P_F_tierod_sym_down_dB = 

20*log10((abs(squeeze(Cal_P_F_tierod_sym_down(P_NO,F_NO,:))))/P0); 
Cal_P_F_tierod_svd_dB = 

20*log10((abs(squeeze(Cal_P_F_tierod_svd(P_NO,F_NO,:))))/P0); 

  
%SPL comparison 
figure(1); 
% subplot(2,1,1) 
plot(50:400,Matrix_Full_bod_P_F_tierod_dB(50:400),'k-',... 
    50:400,Dir_P_F_tierod_dB(50:400),'m-',... 
    50:400,Cal_P_F_tierod_dB(50:400),'r-',... 
    50:400,Cal_P_F_tierod_FE_V222_dB(50:400),'c-') 

  
%     50:400,Cal_P_F_tierod_sym_dB(50:400),'g-') 
%     1:500,Cal_P_F_tierod_FE_dB,'k-', ... 
%     50:400,Dir_P_F_tierod_str_dB(50:400),'m--',... 
%     1:500,Cal_P_F_tierod_svd_dB,'c-' 
%     50:400,Dir_P_F_tierod_str_dB(50:400),'r--',...);  
%     1:513,Cal_P_F_tierod_sym_down_dB,'m--',... 
%     1:513,Cal_P_F_tierod_sym_up_dB,'k--',... 

  
grid on; 
axis([50 400 -10 70]); 
xlabel('Frequency Hz'); 
ylabel('P/F dB'); 
legend('Reference','Direct_{No steering}','Compensation','Hybrid') 
% ,'Eqn_{sym}','Eqn_{svd}');'Direct_{With 

steering}','Compensation_{sym}' 

  
%% When SVD truncation needs to be compared 
% subplot(2,1,2) 
% a_NO = 10; %1-12 
% F_NO = 11; %1-12 
% Inertance of inverse transfer path before and after SVD truncation 
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% Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_bf = 

20*log10(abs(squeeze(Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp(a_NO,F_NO,:)))); 
% Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_iv_bf = 

20*log10(abs(squeeze(Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp(F_NO,a_NO,:)))); 
% Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_af = 

20*log10(abs(squeeze(Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_svd(a_NO,F_NO,:)))); 
% Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_iv_af = 

20*log10(abs(squeeze(Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_svd(F_NO,a_NO,:)))); 
%  
% plot(50:400,Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_bf(50:400), 'b-

',50:400,Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_iv_bf(50:400), 'r-',... 
%      50:400,Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_af(50:400), 'b--

',50:400,Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_iv_af(50:400), 'r--'); 
%  
% grid on; 
% axis([50 400 -80 0]); 
% xlabel('Frequency Hz'); 
% ylabel('Inertance str.'); 
% legend('a_{10}F_{11} Before','a_{11}F_{10} Before','a_{10}F_{11} 

After','a_{11}F_{10} After'); 
%%  

  
%Interface force comparison 
figure(2); 
plot(50:400,log10(squeeze(Matrix_Testrig_F_cp_F_tierod_new(5,1,50:400

))),'m-',... 
    50:400, log10(squeeze(abs(Mod_F(5,1,50:400)))),'r-') 
%         50:400, log10(squeeze(abs(Mod_F_FE_V222(1,1,50:400)))),'c-') 
%         50:400, log10(squeeze(abs(Mod_F_sym(1,1,50:400)))),'g-') 
%         50:400, log10(squeeze(abs(Mod_F_svd(1,1,50:400)))),'g-') 
% 50:400, 1/20*(Op_F_cp(50:400,2)+Op_F_cp(50:400,3)*1e-5),'b-', ... 

     
grid on; 
axis([50 400 -3.5 1.5]); 
 xlabel('Frequency Hz'); 
ylabel('Interface force N'); 
legend('Direct','Compensation') 
% 'Compensation_{SVD}''Compensation_{sym}''TPA',,'Hybrid' 

  
%Inertance comparison between FE and test data 
figure(3); 
 plot(50:400, 

log10(squeeze(abs(Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp(1,1,50:400)))),50:400, 

log10(squeeze(abs(Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_FE_V222(1,1,50:400))))) 
xlabel('Frequency Hz'); 
ylabel('Inertance str'); 
legend('Test','FE') 
grid on; 
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clc; clear; %Decoupled steering gear case (weak coupling) 

  
run TPA_op_F_data  %load TPA interface force 

  
load TestMatrix_De_Full_bod_P_F_tierod  %load measured reference NTF  
TestMatrix(:,:,2) = -TestMatrix(:,:,2); %change the channel with 

negative direction 
TestMatrix_De_Full_bod_P_F_tierod = TestMatrix; %name the matrix  

  
load TestMatrix_trimbod_P_F_cp    %load trimmed body NTF  
for jj = [1, 5, 7, 8] 
    TestMatrix(:,:,jj) = -TestMatrix(:,:,jj); 
end 
TestMatrix_trimbod_P_F_cp = TestMatrix; 

  

  
load TestMatrix_De_testrig_F_cp_F_tierod     %load blocked force 

measured on weak coupling  
for ii = [2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12] 
    TestMatrix(:,ii,:) = -TestMatrix(:,ii,:); 
end 
TestMatrix(:,:,2) = -TestMatrix(:,:,2); 
TestMatrix_De_testrig_F_cp_F_tierod = TestMatrix; 

  
load TestMatrix_trimbod_a_cp_F_cp     %load trimmed body coupling 

points inertance 
for ii = [1, 5, 7, 8] 
    TestMatrix(:,ii,:) = -TestMatrix(:,ii,:); 
end 
for jj = [1, 5, 7, 8] 
    TestMatrix(:,:,jj) = -TestMatrix(:,:,jj); 
end 
TestMatrix_trimbod_a_cp_F_cp = TestMatrix; 

  
load TestMatrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp     %load steering gear coupling 

points inertance 
for ii = [1, 5, 7, 8] 
    TestMatrix(:,ii,:) = -TestMatrix(:,ii,:); 
end 
for jj = [4, 8, 10, 11] 
    TestMatrix(:,:,jj) = -TestMatrix(:,:,jj); 
end 
TestMatrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp = TestMatrix; 

  
load TestMatrix_trim_bod_str_P_F_cp     %load trimmed body NTF with 

steering gear (full vehicle, but excitation at coupling points) 
for jj = [5, 11] 
    TestMatrix(:,:,jj) = -TestMatrix(:,:,jj); 
end 
TestMatrix_trim_bod_str_P_F_cp = TestMatrix; 

  
run C_cp_data     %load decoupling material rubber dynamic stiffness 

(xyz direction, no cross talk) 

  

  
for ii=1:513  
    %extract matrix of each frequency from 0 to 512 Hz 
    Matrix_De_Full_bod_P_F_tierod(:,:,ii) = 

squeeze(TestMatrix_De_Full_bod_P_F_tierod(ii,:,:)); 
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    Matrix_trimbod_P_F_cp(:,:,ii) = 

squeeze(TestMatrix_trimbod_P_F_cp(ii,:,:)); 
    Matrix_De_testrig_F_cp_F_tierod(:,:,ii) = 

squeeze(TestMatrix_De_testrig_F_cp_F_tierod(ii,:,:)); 
    Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp(:,:,ii) = 

squeeze(TestMatrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp(ii,:,:)); 
    Matrix_trimbod_a_cp_F_cp(:,:,ii) = 

squeeze(TestMatrix_trimbod_a_cp_F_cp(ii,:,:)); 
    Matrix_trim_bod_str_P_F_cp(:,:,ii) = 

squeeze(TestMatrix_trim_bod_str_P_F_cp(ii,:,:)); 

     
    %SVD truncation on inertance 
    Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_svd(:,:,ii) = 

CheckSym(Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp(:,:,ii),0.2);   

  
    %Calculate coupling inertance 
    C_cp_matrix(:,:,ii)=zeros(12); 
    for kk = [1,2,4,5,7,8,10,11]; % x and y direction 
        C_cp_matrix(kk,kk,ii) = 

1000*(C_cp(ii,2).*cos(C_cp(ii,3)*pi/180)+sqrt(-

1)*C_cp(ii,2).*sin(C_cp(ii,3)*pi/180)); 
    end 
    for mm = [3,6,9,12]; % z direction 
        C_cp_matrix(mm,mm,ii) = 

1000*(C_cp(ii,4).*cos(C_cp(ii,5)*pi/180)+sqrt(-

1)*C_cp(ii,4).*sin(C_cp(ii,5)*pi/180)); 
    end 
    Y_cp(:,:,ii) = -ii^2.*pinv(C_cp_matrix(:,:,ii)); %Coupling 

inertance Y_cp get 

     
    %Compensation factor on blocked force 
    Modifier(:,:,ii) = 

pinv(Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp(:,:,ii)+Matrix_trimbod_a_cp_F_cp(:,:,

ii))*Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp(:,:,ii); 
    Modifier_svd(:,:,ii) = 

pinv(Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_svd(:,:,ii)+Matrix_trimbod_a_cp_F_cp(

:,:,ii))*Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_svd(:,:,ii); 
    Modifier_ycp(:,:,ii) = 

pinv(Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp(:,:,ii)+Matrix_trimbod_a_cp_F_cp(:,:,

ii)+Y_cp(:,:,ii))*Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp(:,:,ii); 

  
    %Compensated force on interface 
    

Mod_F(:,:,ii)=Modifier(:,:,ii)*Matrix_De_testrig_F_cp_F_tierod(:,:,ii

); 
%     

Mod_F_sym(:,:,ii)=Modifier_sym(:,:,ii)*Matrix_De_testrig_F_cp_F_tiero

d(:,:,ii); 

     
    %Direct combination without compensation 
    Dir_P_F_tierod(:,:,ii) = 

Matrix_trimbod_P_F_cp(:,:,ii)*Matrix_De_testrig_F_cp_F_tierod(:,:,ii); 
    Dir_P_F_tierod_str(:,:,ii) = 

Matrix_trim_bod_str_P_F_cp(:,:,ii)*Matrix_De_testrig_F_cp_F_tierod(:,

:,ii); 

     
    %Calculated combination with compensation 
    Cal_P_F_tierod(:,:,ii) = 

Matrix_trimbod_P_F_cp(:,:,ii)*Modifier(:,:,ii)*Matrix_De_testrig_F_cp

_F_tierod(:,:,ii); 
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    Cal_P_F_tierod_svd(:,:,ii) = 

Matrix_trimbod_P_F_cp(:,:,ii)*Modifier_svd(:,:,ii)*Matrix_De_testrig_

F_cp_F_tierod(:,:,ii); 
    Cal_P_F_tierod_ycp(:,:,ii) = 

Matrix_trim_bod_str_P_F_cp(:,:,ii)*Modifier_ycp(:,:,ii)*Matrix_De_tes

trig_F_cp_F_tierod(:,:,ii); 
end 

  
P0 = 2e-5; 
P_NO = 1; %1-4 SPL channels 
F_NO = 1; %1-2 Artificial input channels 

  
%Change into dB scale 
Matrix_De_Full_bod_P_F_tierod_dB = 

20*log10(abs(squeeze(Matrix_De_Full_bod_P_F_tierod(P_NO,F_NO,:)))/P0);  
Dir_P_F_tierod_dB = 

20*log10((abs(squeeze(Dir_P_F_tierod(P_NO,F_NO,:))))/P0); 
Dir_P_F_tierod_str_dB = 

20*log10((abs(squeeze(Dir_P_F_tierod_str(P_NO,F_NO,:))))/P0); 
Cal_P_F_tierod_dB = 

20*log10((abs(squeeze(Cal_P_F_tierod(P_NO,F_NO,:))))/P0); 
Cal_P_F_tierod_svd_dB = 

20*log10((abs(squeeze(Cal_P_F_tierod_svd(P_NO,F_NO,:))))/P0); 
Cal_P_F_tierod_ycp_dB = 

20*log10((abs(squeeze(Cal_P_F_tierod_ycp(P_NO,F_NO,:))))/P0); 

  
%SPL comparison 
figure(11); 
% subplot(2,1,1) 
plot(50:400,Matrix_De_Full_bod_P_F_tierod_dB(50:400),'k-',... 
    50:400,Dir_P_F_tierod_dB(50:400),'m-',... 
    50:400,Dir_P_F_tierod_str_dB(50:400),'m--',... 
    50:400,Cal_P_F_tierod_ycp_dB(50:400),'r-' ) 
% 1:513,smooth(Cal_P_F_tierod_svd_dB),'m-' 
% 50:400,Cal_P_F_tierod_str_dB(50:400),'r--') 
grid on; 
axis([50 400 -10 70]); 
xlabel('Frequency Hz'); 
ylabel('P/F dB'); 
legend('Reference','Direct_{No steering}','Direct_{With 

steering}','Compensation') 
% 'Calculated','Calculated_{svd}');,'Direct_{With steering}','Coup. 

Eqn' 

  
% figure(2); 
a_NO = 2; %1-12 coupling channels 
F_NO = 1; %1-12 
%Check inertance of inverse transfer path before or after SVD 
Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_bf = 

20*log10(abs(squeeze(Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp(a_NO,F_NO,:)))); 
Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_iv_bf = 

20*log10(abs(squeeze(Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp(F_NO,a_NO,:)))); 
Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_af = 

20*log10(abs(squeeze(Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_svd(a_NO,F_NO,:)))); 
Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_iv_af = 

20*log10(abs(squeeze(Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_svd(F_NO,a_NO,:)))); 

  
% subplot(2,1,2) 
% plot(1:513,Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_bf, 'b-

',1:513,Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_iv_bf, 'r-',... 
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%      1:513,Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_af, 'b--

',1:513,Matrix_free_free_a_cp_F_cp_iv_af, 'r--'); 
% axis([0 512 -80 0]); 

  
%Interface force comparison 
figure(22); 
plot(50:400, 

log10(squeeze(abs(Matrix_De_testrig_F_cp_F_tierod(1,1,50:400)))),'m-

',50:400, 1/20*(Op_F_de(50:400,2)+Op_F_de(50:400,3)*1e-5),'b-') 
%  1:513, 20*log10(squeeze(abs(Mod_F_sym(1,1,:))))),50:400, 

log10(squeeze(abs(Mod_F(1,1,50:400)))),'r-', 
grid on; 
axis([50 400 -3.5 1.5]); 
xlabel('Frequency Hz'); 
ylabel('Compensated force N'); 
% legend('Direct','TPA') 

 

 

 

 

 

 

%SVD truncation function 
function  Matrix_mod = CheckSym(Matrix, Level) 
    [U,S,V] = svd(Matrix); 
        for jj = 1:12 
            if S(jj,jj) < Level*S(1,1) 
                S(jj,jj) = 0; 
                U(:,jj) = 0; 
                V(:,jj) = 0;    
                Matrix_mod = U*S*V'; 
            else 
%               S(jj,jj) = S(jj,jj); 
                Matrix_mod = Matrix;     
            end 
        end        
end 
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Appendix E: Test condition 

Full vehicle test condition: 
 

 
Shaker excitation 

 
 

 
Hammer excitation 
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Full vehicle 

 

 
Rear seat artificial head 
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Co-driver seat artificial head 

 
Test bench test condition: 
 

 
Hammer hit 
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Test bench  

 
Free boundary: 
 

 
Suspended steering gear 
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Suspended steering gear with front end



 

 


